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The Eradication Has BegunThe Eradication has finally begun, and there is little hope of victory.
Mankind's fleets are devastated. Their Tigris allies have lost their homeworld, and only a few
Primo survive. They need allies, but few are left to be had. Fizgig sets out to persuade the
notoriously hostile Jaguara Pride to join the war. Dryker fights a running retreat, losing on every
front while the Eye pushes slowly toward Earth.Their only hope is Captain Nolan, leading his
squad in a quest to find the legendary Birthplace. There, if ancient Primo myths are right, they
will find the vessel known as the Forge. But they are not the only ones seeking it, and if the Void
Wraith get there first then all hope is gone.

“He is the only psychologist I have anything to learn from.”—Friedrich Nietzsche“No other
novelist has dramatized so powerfully the values and dangers, the uses and corruptions of
systematized thought.”—Irving HoweAbout the AuthorFyodor Dostoyevsky (1821–81) was
educated in Moscow and at the School of Military Engineers in St. Petersburg, where he spent
four years. In 1846, he wrote his first novel, Poor Folk; it was an immediate critical and popular
success. This was followed by short stories and the novel The Double. While at work on
Netochka Nezvanova, the twenty-seven-year-old author was arrested for belonging to a young
socialist group. He was tried and condemned to death, but at the last moment his sentence was
commuted to prison in Siberia. He spent four years in the penal settlement as Omsk. In 1859, he
was granted full amnesty and allowed to return to St. Petersburg. In the fourteen years before his
death, Dostoyevsky produced his greatest works, including Crime and Punishment, The Idiot,
The Possessed, and The Brothers Karamazov. The last was published a year before his
death. Leonard J. Stanton is Associate Professor of Russian and James D. Hardy Jr. is Professor
of History and Associate Dean of the Honors College at the Louisiana State University. Robin
Feuer Miller has written on Dostoyevsky, Dickens, Rousseau, Tolstoy, Chekhov, William James,
and the nineteenth-century novel. Her books on Dostoyevsky include Dostoyevsky and The
Idiot: Author, Narrator, and Reader and The Brothers Karamazov: Worlds of the Novel. She is
Edytha Macy Gross Professor of Humanities at Brandeis University, where she teaches Russian
and Comparative Literature.
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LinesCopyright © 2016 Chris FoxAll rights reserved.For Mighty Fizgig.Previously on Void
WraithWhenever I pick up the 2nd or 3rd book in a series I’m always torn. Should I re-read the
first book, or just dive right in? I usually want to do the latter, but I can’t always remember what
happened in the previous book. This section is for all those people who can’t quite remember
everything that went down in Destroyer or Void Wraith. I’ve decided to re-cap it just like a TV
show, something fans of my Deathless series have really enjoyed. For those that have just
finished Void Wraith, feel free to skip to the Prologue.Also note that I’m not including information
about the prequel story Exiled here. If you haven’t read it I recommend it. It will introduce you to
Delta, Reid, Kathryn, Annie, and Bock, plus you’ll learn how Nolan was exiled to the 14th fleet.
You can get it for free by signing up to the mailing list.In an announcer voice: ‘Last time, on Void
Wraith…”Commander Nolan has just been assigned to the UFC Johnston, an aging destroyer in
the 14th fleet. The 14th is also known as “the underfunded 14th,” where careers are sent to die.
The Johnston is commanded by Captain Dryker, an aging hero from the Eight Year War with the
Tigris. He’s tired, cantankerous, and has a serious discipline problem.The Johnston is emerging
from a sun, through something called a Helios Gate. The Helios Gate is at the center of a star,
and opens a wormhole to a neighboring star. Starships that want to use the Helios Gate have to
be able to survive the internal stresses inside a star, which they do using their inductive fields.
This field channels the magnetic energy inside a star to form a bubble around the ship. The sun
itself powers the field, so the deeper a vessel goes the stronger the field gets.Make sense? If
not, think of it like this: it’s a frigging Stargate in the middle of a sun.The Johnston has arrived in



the Mar Kona system, a human colony on the periphery of space. They’ve been dispatched
because the colony has gone dark and OFI (the Office of Fleet Intelligence, known by the
soldiers of the 14th as the Office of F*%cking Idiots) is demanding answers. Upon arrival, they
find a debris field belonging to a Tigris science vessel.There’s no reason for a Tigris science
vessel to be there, and no sign of whoever or whatever destroyed it. Then a Tigris warship
arrives, looking for the science vessel. They assume the Johnston is responsible for the
destruction, and move to attack. Captain Dryker does something no real captain would do. Ever.
He walks off the bridge in combat, leaving the untested Commander Nolan to run the combat.
Fiction lets me get away with crap like this.Unsurprisingly, Nolan pulls off a brilliant maneuver
that Michael Bay will enjoy producing because there are plenty of pew pew BOOOOM sorts of
things involved. The Tigris lose, and Captain Dryker sends Nolan down to the planet with a
squad of Marines to find out why the citizens are gone. If you’ve played Mass Effect, by this point
you were probably asking yourself how long it would be before EA sued me, because MAN did
the plot of Destroyer look similar.Nolan and company run into a new enemy. This enemy has an
imperfect cloaking system, a lot like the one used in Halo and Predator. The enemy clashes with
the Marines, and there are casualties on both sides. Unfortunately, the enemies explode when
they die, so it’s difficult for Nolan to learn specifics about who or what they might be. They look
like robots, but when Mills (handsome badass sniper dude) cores one through the chest they
see orange blood spatter the trees.Nolan and his Marines continue toward the distress signal
they picked up in orbit. They find it in the middle of a set of ancient Primo ruins. Primo are the
first race (primo means first in Latin), and have been on the galactic stage for tens of thousands
of years. Their empire has waned, and as it faded they abandoned many habitable worlds, which
races like humanity are all too happy to snap up.Anyway, it turns out the distress signal was set
by Lena, a Tigris scientist. Tigris are a race of bipedal cat people. Why cat people when they’ve
been used everywhere from Thundercats to the Kilrathi? Because I have two house cats named
Izzy and Fizgig, and I was looking for an excuse to write about them.Lena is investigating the
Primo ruins, because after laying dormant for over twenty millennia they are starting to power up.
She tells Nolan that while she was investigating, her team was attacked. A strange blue ship
showed up, and took her team as well as all the citizens of Mar Kona. She has no idea why, and
was only able to hide because the Primo ruins blocked the enemy scans.Nolan realizes Lena is
important, and starts escorting her back to his shuttle. On the way, they see the strange blue
ship, which can apparently cloak just like the shock troops (later called Judicators). The ship
blows up the Primo ruins, and Nolan narrowly escapes.We flip to Dryker, who gives a report to
his superior, Admiral Mendez. Mendez is upset at Dryker for walking off the bridge during
combat, but that turns out to be a smokescreen. He’s really calling because Dryker is being hung
out to dry. The Tigris claim Dryker blew up their science vessel, and humanity is turning him over
for prosecution. The case will be tried by the Primo. Before the call ends, Mendez also asks if
Dryker recovered any artifacts from the ruins (dun dun dun). We realize immediately that he’s a
little too interested. Plus, the guy has a thick black beard and smokes a cigar. We already know



he’s the villain.Dryker decides not to turn himself over, and has Nolan interrogate their Tigris
prisoner. Lena was on Mar Kona because she’s an anthropologist specializing in Primo ruins.
Several other worlds have been attacked by these mysterious aliens, and she wants to know
why. She agrees to help Dryker find answers, and suggests they start on a Tigris world
containing a similar set of ruins to those on Mar Kona.Right after they arrive at Purito, a Tigris
warship exits the Helios Gate. This is no privateer, but rather the most feared commander in
Leonis Pride, Mighty Fizgig. Fizgig is based on my 16-year-old house cat, who is too old to care
about your bullshit. She (the commander, not my cat) contacts Dryker, warning him that she’s
going to board his vessel and slaughter his crew. Dryker does his best to fight back, but her ship
is both larger and more powerful. He’s clearly losing.Meanwhile, Nolan and Lena are trying to
find whatever artifact might be hidden in the ruins. While they’re exploring, the Tigris send a
ground team to stop them. That team is opposed by Sergeant Hannan and her Marines. They
square off, locked in a brutal fight. Hannan knows she can’t hold the Tigris off forever, but is
determined to go down swinging.Then Fizgig receives a message that a nearby Tigris colony is
under attack. She pulls back, letting the Johnston go. Fizgig arrives just in time to see the
strange alien vessel cloaking. She’s now aware there is a new player in the game, but is honor
bound to hunt down and kill Dryker rather than investigate.Lena and Nolan recover an ancient
Virtual Intelligence (VI) from the ruins, but can’t understand the dialect it uses. Lena is only able
to translate two words: Void Wraith. They take the VI to a Primo library, hoping the scholars there
can translate it. The Primo do, reluctantly giving the VI back to Lena and Nolan. Because they’re
spiteful bastards and know the Johnston is being hunted, they alert Primo authorities. Dryker
orders Nolan back to the Johnston, and they get ready to flee.They’re too late. Three Primo
carriers show up. The Johnston has no prayer, but quickly realize they aren’t the target. The
carriers attack the library, though the Johnston takes some serious collateral damage while
escaping. There’s some pew pew pew, boom, and then the Johnston flees to the Helios Gate.
The library is blown up, and Nolan and Dryker realize why: someone was trying to keep the
ancient Primo VI from spreading. The library made a copy, and someone didn’t want that copy
getting out.Meanwhile, we learn that Admiral Mendez is a villain. It’s terribly shocking. I mean, he
has a beard and cigar, remember? We totally didn’t see this coming. His villainy-ness is
discovered by his daughter, Kathryn Mendez. Apparently Kathryn is the reason why Nolan got
sent to the 14th, but we don’t know why because the asshole author wants you to read Exiled to
find out.Kathryn learns that her father is working with someone he calls Bruce (Doctor Reid),
and that both are clearly working for a third party. It’s also revealed that the Primo and Tigris
governments have been infiltrated as well. They’re working on something big, and it sounds like
it will be bad for everyone. Kathryn lets Nolan know, and he brings the information to Dryker.
Kathryn overheard something about the Ghantan system, which doesn’t show up on any known
star chart. Dryker doesn’t seem surprised, because he’s old and wise and stuff. He also has a
beard, but his beard is white so we know he’s not a villain.Lena realizes the Primo VI they
recovered might recognize the system. Now that it’s been translated, they can talk to it, and she



learns that it knows all about the strange blue ship. The ship belongs to the Void Wraith, who
wiped out the ancient Primo empire. The Primo VI is very familiar with the Ghantan system, and
explains that it was a mining facility, and also contained a Primo shipyard.The Johnston is still
heavily damaged, but limps to the Ghantan system to see what’s there. It turns out there’s a
factory building Void Wraith ships, and a big ass bomb. Uh-oh. Nolan and Dryker discuss a plan,
and Nolan suggests they go flash their asses to the Goram law (go watch Firefly if you don’t get
that reference). The Johnston uses the Quantum Network to alert the humans, then flies to the
Tigris home world.Dryker talks mad shit over an open channel, and the Tigris start to pursue.
That’s exactly what he wants, as the goal is to get the whole Tigris fleet to the Ghantan system. It
seems to be working, but then the Tigris admiral tells his ships not to pursue. He sends one
vessel, Fizgig’s Claw of Tigrana. Most of the Tigris think this decision strange, but no one does
anything.Fizgig follows Dryker to the Ghantan system and boards his vessel. Dryker surrenders
unconditionally, and when Fizgig reaches the bridge points out the big ass Void Wraith factory
and bomb floating like right there. Fizgig is all, umm…that looks bad. We should do something
about that. Before they can, the Void Wraith attack, and begin boarding the Johnston.Packs of
Judicators roam the corridors of the ship, brawling with Marines. All of our heroes step up, and
manage to converge on the bridge. They realize they can’t win. There are six Void Wraith ships in
the system, and just the single ship that’s boarded the Johnston is handily kicking their collective
asses. So Dryker comes up with a daring Hail Mary plan, because he has a white beard. He
knows the hero’s plan always works at the end, or readers get pissed off and send you hate
mail.He orders Nolan, Fizgig, Izzy (my other house cat), Hannan, and Edwards to EVA (that’s
Extravehicular activity—going outside the ship) over to the Void Wraith vessel, a harvester-class
ship whose troops have boarded the Johnston. They’re basically doing an end run to take over
the enemy ship, since all the enemy’s troops are on the Johnston. Those who stay behind will
hold off the Void Wraith, though they will likely die in the attempt.Nolan and company head to the
Void Wraith vessel. They kick a lot of Judicator ass, including a twelve-foot-tall Alpha Judicator.
Unfortunately, that Judicator squishes Edwards. We’re not sure if he’ll live yet. The author hasn’t
killed anyone up to this point. Is he a dick? We don’t know.Back on the Johnston, Captain Dryker
grabs Mills, Juliard (a comm tech), and the Tigris first mate, Khar. They fight their way toward the
Johnston’s main gun. Dryker wants to sabotage it, so he can detonate the ship. That will kill all
the Judicators aboard, improving Nolan’s chances. Along the way they get into a simple
skirmish, but during the fight, the causeway Mills is standing on gets hit.He falls to his death in
the most unheroic way possible, despite the fact that he was a total badass. Yup, the author is a
dick. I still get hate mail about Mills’s death, but there was a method to my madness. I needed to
show you people that I was serious. Not, like, “George R.R. Martin, kill half the cast” serious, but
that anyone could die.Back to Nolan. He reaches the bridge, which has a VI very similar to the
one they liberated from the Primo ruins. The VI monologues like a Disney villain, talking about
the Eradication and how Nolan has no prayer. Judicators show up trying to kill them, but Nolan
and Hannan hold them off while Lena removes the ship’s VI and plugs in the one they got from



the ruins. The new VI takes over and merges with the ship, giving them full control.Around this
time, Dryker and Khar set the self destruct and flee for the Claw of Tigrana. They make it aboard,
but the acting captain is a real douche. He wants to lock up Dryker, instead of listening to him.
So Khar snaps his neck and takes over.A new fleet emerges from the Helios Gate. It’s the Tigris!
They’ve come to help Fizgig. Khar tells them about the Void Wraith, and they join the fight. It’s an
all-out brawl, and it’s not clear who’s going to win. Then a human fleet arrives! Except it’s under
Mendez’s control, and is here to help the Void Wraith. It starts attacking Tigris vessels. Khar
passes out from blood loss, and Dryker takes command of the Tigris vessel.A Void Wraith
vessel de-cloaks right next to the Claw. It’s Nolan! He explains that they’ve figured out where the
bomb is being sent. The Void Wraith want to blow up Theras Prime, decapitating the Primo
empire. He asks Dryker to flee there and warn the Primo. Dryker reluctantly agrees. He pilots the
Claw into the sun.Nolan and his crew come up with a desperate plan to stop the bomb. If they
can open a connection using the Helios Gate, then destroy the limiter that controls a Gate’s
ability to open and close, they can prevent that connection from being closed and the Void
Wraith won’t be able to make a connection to Theras Prime. Of course they pull it off, because
heroes. The bomb blows up the Ghantan system, plus the sun Nolan connects to.This strands
Nolan until he and his crew can reach another Helios Gate, which will take four months. Nolan
also deals with Edwards. It turns out Judicators are made from people, and Edwards can be
turned into one. If he isn’t, he’ll probably die. Nolan orders him made into an Alpha Judicator,
because, really, if you were going to be one wouldn’t you want to be the twelve-foot-tall one with
massive cannons? Hell, yes.In the epilogue, we check in with Dryker, because there’s one final
question remaining for the reader: was I enough of a dick to kill Khar? No. Khar lives! The Primo
rescue Dryker and Khar.The End.Void WraithFour months have passed. Nolan used it as a
training montage (Google ‘Team America Montage’), and has been getting his ass kicked daily
by Fizgig. They’re out of contact, have nothing but goop to eat, and plenty of time.Meanwhile,
Dryker, Khar, and Juliard have been imprisoned by the Primo. They’re ‘guests’ aboard the First
Light, a Primo vessel controlled by The Voice, Celendra. During their forced stay humanity and
Tigris go to war, because the Void Wraith used altered footage from the battle in the Ghantan
system to get humanity to attack.Both sides have been taken savage casualties, and Dryker
can’t do anything but watch. He’s pretty butthurt about it, but we don’t blame him because we
are also a little butthurt.The Primo take more time than the frigging Ents in Lord of the Rings,
debating whether or not they should talk about doing something. It’s like the American political
system, basically. They call a moot, with every Primo vessel attending.Dryker’s all…so guys, you
realize the Void Wraith are just going to wait until you’re all here, and then attack right? And the
Primo are all Psssshh, there’s no way they’d be bold enough to attack us. Dryker preemptively
prepares his ‘I told you so’ speech, which comes in handy when the Void Wraith *gasp* attack
the moot. Most of the Primo are wiped out, and the survivors retreat to a hidden system to lick
their wounds.Nolan and Fizgig finally reach a Helios Gate, and head to a human mining station
in an out of the way system to get access to a Quantum transmitter. The weasily guy running the



place is horrified when he hears that Nolan has Tigris on his vessel. That makes Nolan a traitor.
He claims there’s a war on, and tells Nolan to leave. Nolan docks anyway, and we find out that
he’s been to the station before.It’s like he had a whole other adventure, one the author wants you
to be curious about so you’ll read the prequel Exiled. Anyway, we meet Annie, a tough as nails
miner who used to be a soldier. She and Hannan become fast friends, and Annie joins the crew.
They take the transmitter from poor administrator Bock, and finally reconnect to the Quantum
network.So like I said, the war between humanity and the Tigris was caused by doctored footage
of the battle in the Ghantan system. The footage shows humanity wiping out the Tigris, but
conveniently leaves out the big ass Void Wraith bomb and factory. Nolan knows he doesn’t have
the political clout to use the real footage. No one will listen to him. But they may listen to war hero
Dryker. Nolan tries finding him, but there’s been no word of the captain’s whereabouts since the
fight in the Ghantan system.Nolan is dismayed that he can’t reach Dryker, but he’s received a
message from Kathryn. He doesn’t know that she’s been infected with a Gorthian larva, but he’s
also not a total dumbshit. He agrees to meet her in a public place to exchange intel on the last
four months, knowing there is a chance it’s an ambush.We’ve already seen Kathryn’s
perspective, so we know it’s a trap set by Reid. Nolan and Kathryn get into a scuffle, and Kathryn
is amazed that Nolan can fight (talk about a montage). Nolan and his squad narrowly escape,
and they now know that Kathryn has been compromised. They also know there’s a war on, and
that they have to find a way to prove that the war was started with a lie. But how?Cut to Dryker.
The Primo are all, like what just happened? Somebody kicked our asses. Dryker gives his ‘I told
you so’ speech, and the Primo realize they’re not all that good at fighting. Since they consider
humanity incredibly militaristic, they figure Dryker is an excellent commander. The Primo put him
in charge, committing their remaining fleet to his service.Nolan finally links up with Dryker and
the Primo, and we get the happy reunions we’ve been waiting for. They bring each other up to
speed on how lame the war is, then come up with a pretty terrible plan. Fizgig and Khar will
expose the Void Wraith, and try to oust Admiral Mow. Dryker will gather the 11th fleet, since he
knows they don’t give a crap about command and will actually listen when he presents the
evidence from the battle of Ghantan.Nolan heads to a Primo library, where they hope to learn
more about the Void Wraith’s origins. Kathryn gets there at the same time, and manages to
sneak a cloaked harvester past the Primo’s absurdly scary defenses. She and about two
hundred Judicators (I just made that up, I have no idea how many I actually said in Void Wraith)
brawl with Nolan’s crew. Edwards gets to fight another Alpha for the first time, and he kicks its
ass. It’s pretty cool.Hold on, I’m going to go back and read that chapter. Okay back. Yeah, that
chapter rocked. Annie, Hannan, and Edwards all had some cool roles to play in the library
fight.Anyway, Nolan gets ambushed by Kathryn, Delta, and two other cybermarines. Reid
remains behind on the Sparhawk. Kathryn gets the drop on Nolan, and it looks like he’s screwed.
Then Delta unexpectedly defects. He and Nolan take down Kathryn and her goons, then
successfully flee the library. They put Kathryn into suspended animation, hoping they can find a
way to safely remove the larva.Dryker and Juliard terrorize Ceres station using a Primo carrier,



which gets the immediate attention of his old buddies in the 14th (since they protect the station).
He arranges a meeting with the most influential captains in the 14th, and convinces them to join
him. In exchange, Dryker will have their vessels outfitted with Primo weaponry. They’re reluctant,
but Dryker has the real footage from the Ghantan system. He proves they’ve been lied to, and
that convinces them.Meanwhile Admiral Chu is being disgusting. The larva is slowly
transforming his body, and the admiral realizes it will hatch soon. Since he’s got time to kill, he
decides to be a dick and wipe out the Tigris homeworld. Chu leads several of humanity’s best
fleets, including the vaunted 11th. Normally, the Tigris orbital defense platforms would make
short work of any human attack, but the Tigris Admiral Mow ‘mysteriously’ ordered them away.
Tigrana is defenseless, and humanity bombs the shit out of it. This couldn’t come at a worse
time, almost like the author planned it that way.Fizgig has finally tracked down Mow, and
challenges him for leadership. The attack on Tigrana forces her to withdraw that challenge. Most
of the Tigris follow Mow to Tigrana to battle the humans, which is exactly what the Void Wraith
want. Both militaries will be wiped out.Fizgig, tired of Mow’s bullshit, does something
unprecedented. She founds her own pride, Pride Fizgig. Fizgig takes in all the nameless Tigris,
her ranks swelling with the castoffs other prides won’t take. There’s like, some real symbolism
here and shit. Fizgig is taking the untouchables, and Dryker has already done the same with
humanity’s castoff 14th fleet. It’s soldiers of the line circumventing their messed-up command
structures to pull out victory in spite of the tools at the top. I think that’s like a theme. If you’re in
school, check with your English teacher. Maybe they’ll know.Anyway, Fizgig, Dryker, and Nolan
come up with a plan. Admiral Chu is in charge, and many of his captains have been implanted
with the same sort of chip that Delta has. Now that Delta has defected they’re able to study the
chip. They figure out how to send a jamming signal to the chip. All they need to do is wait for Chu
to use the transmitter, then they can trace the source. They’ll jam his signal, which will stop him
from controlling anyone. Once they do, Nolan’s cloaked harvester will find him and take him
out.Fizgig and her new pride head to Tigrana. Dryker grabs the 14th, and they head there too.
There’s a massive space battle with all sorts of pew pew, even though you can’t hear pew pew in
space. Every race is getting chewed up. Things are looking really bad, and our heroes will only
get one shot at this. Do they pull it off? Of course they do. Heroes, remember?Dryker convinces
humanity to join him, which forces Chu to use the chip. They then block the signal, so the
captains remain unaffected. All human fleets join Dryker, pulling back from the Tigris home
world. Fizgig takes the opportunity to attack Mow’s flagship.She boards, and in an absolutely
epic battle fights her way to the bridge for a final confrontation with Mow. They duel, and Mow
proves to be freakishly strong. Fizgig is badly wounded, but Mow underestimates her and she
tears out his throat. The Tigris fall into line behind Fizgig, and she orders them to pull back. The
battle stops.Meanwhile, Nolan’s cloaked harvester attack’s Chu’s ship. Nolan, Hannan, Delta,
and Annie make for the bridge. Nolan’s montage serves him well, and he’s now kind of a badass
in combat. Not like Fizgig badass, but more of a ‘Hannan is proud of him’ kind of badass.They
find Chu on the bridge, but his transformation has already begun. He’s now covered in a mass of



ropey flesh tendrils forming some sort of cocoon. Nolan, in a scene John Carpenter would be
proud of, fights his way inside the cocoon. They kill whatever Chu was going to turn into, and find
the transmitter. They’ve won.All three surviving governments now know about the Void Wraith
fleet, and their tattered remnants are ready to fight for their lives. Their only hope? Nolan has
learned of an ancient Primo vessel called the Forge. It was the only weapon the Void Wraith and
their Gorthian masters ever feared, and if Nolan can find it they have a chance.Ready to find out
what happens next?PrologueDryker had never seen a worse situation, not even the battle of
Tigrana. Thousands of ships dotted the Ceras system, clouds of them rising from each of the
three habitable worlds. The largest cloud came from the furthest planet, Vega, an island resort
world which was a getaway for anyone with the means, both from the periphery and the core
worlds.The ships rising from Vega were mostly transports and luxury yachts. There wasn’t a
military vessel among them, other than a few dozen police cruisers. That left them naked before
the Void Wraith. Harvesters darted in, tearing into the ships like piranha into a school of fish. It
pained Dryker to see it, especially knowing he was almost half an hour out. He couldn’t help
them, at least not yet.The second world had a much smaller cloud of escaping vessels, mostly
mining ships. New Mars was a mineral-rich rock, and had built the infrastructure for both the
Ceras system and most of the surrounding periphery worlds. The Void Wraith seemed to realize
this, and had correspondingly few attacking ships. Dryker’s fleet could reach New Mars in
seventeen minutes, and might be in time to save some of them.The third world was also
surrounded by a large cloud of ships, maybe half the size of those around Vega. Some were
transports, but the bulk were cargo ships stuffed full of grains, corn, and other foodstuffs; it was
enough to feed millions for months, making those ships the most important objective in system
in that moment. Supplies were already running short.Coming from the 14th, Dryker knew how
quickly shortages could escalate.“Admiral,” Juliard called from the comm station. “The First Light
is hailing us.”“On screen,” Dryker said, moving to sit in his new captain’s chair. Maintenance had
done a hell of a job retrofitting the harvester they’d salvaged from the Battle of Tigrana—the ship
he’d christened the Steadfast—and he finally had something resembling a real bridge. He still
found it a little troubling that maintenance, and the rest of his crew, were made up entirely of
Judicators. But manpower was in too short a supply to afford him even a single Marine
squad.The screen filled with the First Light’s spacious viewing deck, where Celendra stood
surrounded by a knot of colorfully dressed advisors. Hers was the only Primo vessel in system,
the rest having been dispatched to see to their own people’s evacuation. Dryker had been
surprised she’d asked to remain with the human fleet, and it had only fueled his growing distrust.
More and more he suspected that Celendra had been infected, though he had no proof as of
yet.What would he do if she was? The Primo followed her, and were unlikely to listen to any
accusations he made. Even if they did, Celendra was his only real ally among the Primo. Without
her the Primo would go their own way, denying humanity the Primo’s superior firepower. Should
he risk that? Or was he being overly paranoid, and jeopardizing the survival of the human race
over Celendra having had the human version of a cold?“Hello, Celendra. You have a question?”



He kept his tone neutral. “I have a battle to attend to, so I need to keep this brief.”“What will you
do?” Celendra asked, her words clipped. She was obviously angry, a perpetual state these
days.“Whatever I must to win the war. We don’t have time for a tactical debate. You agreed to
follow my orders, and we’re in combat. Take the First Light to the star’s nadir. Intercept any Void
Wraith who try to attack our convoys.” He nodded to Juliard. She pressed a button, terminating
the feed.“Miss Prim and Proper isn’t much going to like that,” Juliard said, rolling her eyes.
“Orders, sir?”“Have the 14th spread out around Ceras, use their scans to isolate Void Wraith and
pick them off,” Dryker said, hating himself for it. “Protect the cargo ships first, civilians
second.”“Sir,” Juliard asked, hesitatingly. “What about Vega, and New Mars? They have millions
of people trying to reach the Gate. None of them will make it without our help.”“I have to think
about billions, Lieutenant,” Dryker said, surprised she’d spoken her mind. That was rare, but
welcome. “This food will keep people alive, and allow them to hide anywhere. Without it we’re
tied to agricultural worlds, and if I were the Void Wraith that would be my first target. If they
control our food, they guarantee we have to come with them.”“Relaying your orders now, sir,”
Juliard said, avoiding his gaze.Dryker couldn’t blame her. Thinking about the bigger picture
required a callousness he wouldn’t wish on anyone. Decisions on this scale changed a man.He
watched as the 14th deployed. They moved with a skill and precision they’d been unable to
muster even a few months ago. The war with the Void Wraith was hardening them, and everyone
knew the stakes. No longer a group of malcontents and slackers, they took their work seriously
now.A mixture of frigates and cruisers moved in first, fanning out around the edges of the fleet.
The capital ships moved up the middle, the Steadfast in the vanguard. The strategy was simple:
Their smaller ships would protect the flanks, moving to deal with any incursions, while the larger,
more capable ships would guard the main body. Then they’d escort the civilians back to the
Gate.“Sir,” Juliard said, “enemy harvesters are appearing off starboard. I’m counting four.”“Move
to engage. Have the Judicators on standby,” Dryker ordered. “Ship, can you hear me?”“Yes,
Admiral Dryker,” the ship’s VI answered in a pleasant male voice. “Do you have orders?”“Engage
the lead harvester,” Dryker ordered. “Target their engines.”They accelerated, drawing a bead on
the lead harvester. The Steadfast rumbled from deep within as the main weapon powered up.
Dryker had been on the receiving end when the Johnston bought it, but this was the first time
he’d seen the awesome power from the other side of combat. A tremendous ball of blue-white
energy gathered between the Steadfast’s wingtips, built for several seconds, then launched
toward the Void Wraith.The shot slammed into the enemy ship’s engines, rippling along the
shield as it impacted. The right engine sputtered, then died. The harvester broke off from its own
target, a light cruiser. It turned toward the Steadfast, aware that it was the greater threat.“Shift
target to the next harvester,” Dryker ordered.The Steadfast smoothly targeted the next vessel,
launching a shot at their engine. This one caused no real damage, but that vessel also broke off
from the civilians to deal with them. Both enemy ships powered up their weapons and fired
identical balls of blue plasma. Dryker braced himself against his chair, knowing that this was
likely to be bad.The first shot caused the ship to shudder slightly, but did no real damage. Their



shield bled off nearly a hundred percent of the shot, but doing so depleted their defenses. They
were naked against the second shot. It blew through the harvester’s left wing, leaving a trail of
plasma and debris floating out into space. Thankfully, the area was unoccupied, since Dryker
had little more than a skeleton crew.“Fall back to our ranks,” Dryker ordered.“Yes, sir,” the VI
answered, pivoting smoothly to veer back to the 14th. They accelerated away, streamers of
plasma fire leaking from the shattered stub of their left wing.The pair of Void Wraith vessels gave
chase, and ran right into the vanguard. Capital ships began launching a mixture of conventional
railgun fire and newly installed plasma weapons. The two harvesters withered under the fire. The
first exploded before it could even return fire; the second launched another shot aimed squarely
at Dryker’s vessel.The shot slammed into the engines, and something big detonated deep within
the Steadfast. Dryker tumbled to the deck, missing his chair as he fell. He rolled back to his feet.
“Ship, damage report.”“The aft engine is now offline,” the VI said. “Stern engine damaged. We
can still maneuver, though our speed is significantly reduced.”“Move to the rear of the fleet,”
Dryker ordered, breathing a sigh of relief when the ranks of the 14th closed protectively around
them. The second pursuing harvester had been dealt with, exploding spectacularly as the 14th
moved to engage its companions.Dryker’s little stunt had severely damaged his ship, but it had
kept the Void Wraith from their targets. Ships could be repaired. Food was more precious than
gold right now. “Ship, punch up a feed of the battle.”The Steadfast complied, using composite
data from every fleet vessel. The holoscreen shifted to an accurate 3D representation of the
battle, UFC ships surrounding and destroying Void Wraith. There were casualties, but in every
case the 14th was overwhelming their opponents. Removing the stealth advantage meant that
the Void Wraith were merely a slightly more advanced foe, rather than the bogeyman Dryker
couldn’t see or predict. The addition of Primo weaponry evened the odds still further.“Pass the
word, Juliard,” Dryker said. “Once we’re done mopping up you’ll be dividing the civilian vessels
into convoys. Each convoy will be guarded by a capital ship, and either a cruiser or two frigates.
I’ll let you make the assignments.” Dryker sat again. He was far more tired than he probably
should have been despite how short the battle had been.Yeah, he was getting too old for
this.“Sir, destination for the convoys?” Juliard asked.“Let the captains of the capital ships
choose,” Dryker instructed. “They are not to share those coordinates with anyone else, including
command. We can’t predict who’s been infected, but spies can’t reveal what they don’t know. Tell
them to check in every twenty-four hours. We’ll pass orders as we have them, but in the
meantime…keep safe.”1A Thousand DegreesNolan strode onto the bridge of the harvester
they’d nicknamed Ship. He set his coffee down on the stand next to to the captain’s chair, then
moved over to the active holo showing the system they’d arrived in.“What am I looking at?”
Nolan asked, circling the holographic display. A large planet floated near a red sun. Nolan was
no astronomer, but what he knew of gravity suggested that planet should have long since been
pulled into the star. The fact that it hadn’t was interesting.“This is Novena Primus, the largest
manufacturing world in the Primo empire from my time,” Ship said, its pride evident. “Many
wonders were born here, almost every breakthrough that the Primo of my day produced.”“How?”



Nolan asked. “The surface has got to be a thousand degrees. It’s way too close to the sun.”“I
have a theory,” Atrea said. The elderly Primo roused herself from a chair against the far wall of
the bridge and hobbled toward the hologram, gesturing at the world. “You’re using a gravithermal
generator, tied to the planet’s core. That would stabilize the planet’s orbit, and leave enough
power to shield the world from the radiation.”“Precisely,” Ship replied. The hologram zoomed in
on the world. “Unfortunately, the shield emitters are no longer functional. As you can see, the
surface of the world is a charred ruin. All life was extinguished, and the rock itself is
molten.”Hannan and Annie came striding onto the bridge, both dressed for combat. They said
nothing, moving to lounge in a pair of chairs against the far wall. Nolan nodded at them, and they
both nodded back.“Atrea, you’re familiar with this tech,” Nolan said, turning to the wizened Primo.
“Is there a chance Primo structures could survive the heat?”“Most definitely,” Atrea said,
nodding, “especially given that this empire appears more advanced than my own. They would
have built the first structures before the generators, so the oldest are almost certainly impervious
to the conditions of this world. They may even possess functional life support.”“Atrea is correct,”
Ship confirmed. “I can detect a number of structures below the surface. I will display the
locations.”The holo zoomed in even further, showing the planet’s southern continent. Several
golden patches dotted the molten surface, the largest near the continent’s western tip.“If there is
a master core, I’d guess it’s housed in that complex,” Atrea said, pointing at the largest of the
three.“Ship, any idea how we can dock with that thing?” Nolan asked, painfully aware that there
was no way for his crew to survive in that environment. No EVA suit would offer enough
protection.“Unfortunately, no,” Ship said. “There is a landing pad near the city center that I
believe may lead to the central library. As Atrea has theorized, the structure is likely intact, and I’d
expect you will find a master core within. However, as you’ve no doubt surmised, you would be
incinerated attempting to reach the library.”“Is there any chance we could use our shield belts to
help?” Hannan asked. She sat with her forearms resting on her knees, and her rifle in easy reach
on the chair next to her.“Yes, but for an extremely limited duration. The power requirements of
maintaining viable life support will drain the battery in minutes,” Ship said. After a pause it spoke
again: “I’d estimate seven minutes.”“Bring up a view of the library,” Nolan ordered. The hologram
shifted to show a sloped, roughly pyramidal shape rising from the sea of magma. Each tier of the
pyramid had a number of dark spots. Tunnel entrances, most likely. “Ship, if we can get inside,
how do we reactivate the life support?”“That should occur automatically, once the facility detects
you,” Ship said. “However, if the system has been damaged, it may not turn on at all.”“Okay, so
we have three and a half minutes to get inside and get life support,” Nolan said. “If we can’t then
we turn back and find another world.” He turned to Hannan. “Grab Delta, then have your squad
get to the docking bay. All four of us are going.”“What if something goes wrong?” Atrea asked,
concern evident in those lantern eyes.“Then you’ll talk us through it,” Nolan replied, wishing
privately that Lena was here. The rest of the crew didn’t know why he’d sent her with Fizgig, but if
he was right, that decision could save all their lives.2The CoreNolan cinched his pack tighter
around his shoulders and chest. It was compact, weighing only a few ounces, and could expand



to hold something the size of a Primo core. One of his squad would end up carrying the core out,
so he’d made sure each one of them had a pack. Just in case.“Captain, we’ve reached the
library,” Ship’s voice said. “You can disembark whenever you’re ready.”“Ship, can you run a high-
intensity scan for drive signatures?” Nolan asked, picking up his plasma rifle and joining the
others near the curtain of translucent energy they’d have to pass through to reach the
library.Beyond, he could see the sloped golden surface of the Primo library. It glowed with heat,
and he started sweating just thinking about it. The shield belts had better work—though, if they
didn’t, it wasn’t like it would matter. He’d be dead before he had time to realize it.“Scanning,” Ship
replied. A moment later it spoke again: “Captain, I’m detecting a cluster of Void Wraith drive
signatures approaching. They will be here in a matter of minutes.”The members of the squad
looked at each other, shock in their expressions. Nolan couldn’t blame them. To them, it was an
unexpected complication. He hated keeping them in the dark, but it had to be done.“Captain, are
you certain about this?” Delta said. The man rarely spoke, and had never questioned Nolan’s
orders. “We still have time to abort and get the hell out of here. We’re not going to be able to deal
with several harvesters, and if we wait for them to get close there’s no chance of escape.”“I know
this looks bad, but I need you all to trust me,” Nolan said, letting his gaze roam between them.
“The harvesters will not be an issue. For now, let’s focus on the mission.”“Captain says it isn’t a
problem,” Hannan said. “Let’s get moving, people.” She moved to stand next to Nolan, and Delta
came next. Annie was the last to join them, her hand continually stroking the barrel of her plasma
rifle.“Can’t say as I like the situation,” she said, her eyes wide as she stared at the pyramid
through the energy curtain. “But if you tell me you think we can pull this off…well, I’ll follow
orders. This ain’t the most suicidal one I’ve been given.”Nolan was proud of them, and allowed
himself a grim smile. He turned toward the pyramid, then pushed the button on top of his belt.
There was a brief high-pitched hum, then something tingled all over his skin. His breathing
immediately became more difficult, like he was pulling in air through a straw.He leapt through the
energy curtain, landing lightly on the white-hot landing that led inside the pyramid. He could feel
the heat through his boots.“Seven minutes, people,” he barked, waving them toward the tunnel
entrance. The heat was oppressive, seeping into his body despite the shield. Oven didn’t even
begin to describe it.Hannan was next through, and she hit the ground running. The others
followed an instant later, and Nolan dropped into line behind Annie as the squad entered the
tunnel. Passing into the shadowed mouth didn’t change the heat in the slightest; the shade
provided no relief. Nolan forced himself to breathe slowly and evenly as they pushed deeper,
finally stopping when they reached a pair of massive golden doors.This was the first hurdle, one
for which Atrea and Ship had prepared them. If the facility had power, that power would be
triggered when they opened these doors. Unfortunately, opening them without power would
normally be impossible.“Edwards, do your stuff,” Hannan called, gesturing for the Alpha to
approach. Edwards’s normally blue armor had turned a low, angry purple from the heat. His
shields kept him functional, but that wouldn’t last.Edwards took several long strides to the door
on the right, then planted both hands firmly near the center. He leaned his shoulder into it, and



the door swung silently open.Nolan tightened his grip on his weapon, more than a little surprised
that it had worked. Both because he hadn’t been sure the door was capable of opening after
baking in this kind of heat for dozens of millennia, and because the idea of leaving a place like
this unlocked for anyone to find was unthinkable. Humanity would have blown it up, or sealed it
so only they could open it.“Annie, take point,” Hannan said. “Edwards, you’ve got the rear.” She
looked up at Nolan. “I hope you’re right about those harvesters, sir.”Annie leapt into the tunnel,
her plasma rifle sweeping back and forth in a tight arc. Delta glided after her, his weapon held in
a guard position. Hannan went next, then Nolan followed. Edwards came clanking after, his
reassuring bulk bringing Nolan comfort.“Okay, this is the moment of truth,” Nolan said, mentally
crossing his fingers.As they walked up the darkened hallway, the walls slowly began to glow. The
illumination was faint at first, too faint even to see by; then it increased, giving them their first real
look at the place. The hallway opened into a breathtaking vista, one that hadn’t been seen since
mankind had huddled around fires in caves.Below them lay an entire city. Dozens of pyramids
and obelisks covered a deep valley floor. It was difficult to judge scope, but Nolan would guess
the city was easily twelve or thirteen miles across.“This place makes New York look a mining
station,” Hannan said, leaning over the railing. “How the hell are we going to search this place in
seven minutes?”3Don't Mess With FizgigFizgig’s tail rose as she leaned forward in her chair. A
low purr came from her chest as she studied the view screen. Six blue dots moved in a starburst
pattern, passing toward the planet’s southern continent. They seemed unaware of the Tigris,
which had been the plan, of course. Twenty-nine vessels lurked in the gaseous ring surrounding
the planet, shielded from scans by the dense particulate matter.“Warm up the drives,” Fizgig
ordered. She rose from her pillowed chair, walking toward the view screen. Every step was
agony, with her leg crying out. She ignored it, masking the pain and keeping her pace normal. It
wouldn’t do to have her crew know she’d yet to heal from her battle with Mow. Such a weakness
would undermine their confidence.“Drive coming online, Mighty Fizgig,” Izzy said, her furry
fingers flying across her console. She glanced up at Fizgig, eyes large. “Mighty Khar’s vessel is
moving toward the enemy.”“Fleetwide,” Fizgig ordered, a flash of annoyance skittering across her
battle calm. She ignored it. Her people were passionate, and reining them in was difficult. Had
she been any different at Khar’s age? “Prepare yourselves for battle, Pride Fizgig. Today we
accomplish the impossible: we ambush those Void Wraith, and we capture their vessels. Break
into your assigned squads and begin the assault.”She gestured, and Izzy nodded when the
connection had been terminated. Izzy studied Fizgig with wide eyes, her snowy fur making her
look even younger than she was. Fizgig waited before giving her next order, hoping Izzy would
assert herself.“Mighty Fizgig, why aren’t you holding the fleet back to strike in unison?” Izzy
asked. It was more tentative than Fizgig would have liked, but she had asked. That pleased
Fizgig greatly. Khar was powerful, but Izzy was cunning. Leadership relied far more on the
latter.“These vessels represent the largest prize ever captured,” Fizgig said, striding back to her
chair and sinking back into the cushions. She hated how much sitting down relieved her, but
focused on the fact that it hurt less than it had yesterday. “They will go to the best captains, the



most bold. Reigning them in now makes sense tactically, but it goes against our nature. Now
take us into battle, Izzy. Target the furthest Void Wraith vessel, and aim for their bridge.”Fizgig
leaned back into the cushions, watching as Izzy bent to her console. The Claw of Tigrana
rumbled reluctantly to life, accelerating from the particle cloud and into the planet’s orbit. Khar’s
vessel was in the lead, and several others had emerged as well. They moved in tight clusters
toward what appeared to be empty space. The Void Wraith were cloaked, of course, but that
advantage no longer protected them—not with the Primo deciphering their tech.“Fire the pulse
bomb,” Fizgig said, purring again despite herself. The audacity of this attack harkened back to
her youth. “And get Lena to the airlock. Tell her to ready the VI.”“Yes, Mighty Fizgig,” boomed
Calix, the large male who’d taken Khar’s place as gunner. He had a thick midnight coat, and bore
a trio of scars across his face from a lesson someone had once administered. “Pulse bomb
away.”Fizgig watched as a small blue projectile shot from the dart bay. Its engines flared as it left
the Claw, and it accelerated toward a point somewhere ahead of them. If the weapon worked as
the Primo had promised, it would emit a massive EMP that would temporarily overload a
harvester’s cloaking.A blue-silver flash erupted in the distance, rippling outward in all directions.
It exposed a trio of harvesters, which shimmered into view as they turned to face the
Tigris.“Mighty Khar is making for the lead vessel,” Izzy said, quite unnecessarily. Fizgig could see
that on the view screen.“Make for the rear vessel, maximum burn,” Fizgig said, digging her claws
into a cushion. The Claw was old and tired, but she had much left to give—years yet to thwart
her enemies, and claim more kills.The Claw hurled ahead of the other Tigris, slowly overtaking
Mighty Khar. Then his vessel dove like an eagle, claiming the first Void Wraith. A moment later
the Claw sailed past, slamming into their own target.“To the boarding tube,” Fizgig roared,
shooting to her feet.4Boarding PartyFizgig jumped from the boarding tube, landing in a crouch
next to her vanguard. Izzy was at the head of that vanguard, the most senior among Fizgig’s
crew. Izzy stared unblinkingly up the hallway, rifle half raised. The soldiers around her were less
prepared, still adjusting gear. They only darted occasional looks up the hallway, a clear
indication of their limited training.“Izzy, take point. The rest of you follow her,” Fizgig said, pointing
up the hallway. She turned to Lena. “We’re one level below the bridge. How long will it take you to
install the new VI?”Lena’s tail swished back and forth, and she gave Fizgig a sour look. “I don’t
know. I’ve only done it once, and that was under fire. A minute, perhaps? I’ll do it as quickly as I
can. I understand the gravity of the situation.”“It is my place to plan the battle, holy one. To do
that I need data,” Fizgig replied, moving slowly up the hallway behind the vanguard. She kept her
plasma rifle at the ready, ignoring her aches as she rounded the first corner.Lena followed,
raising her plasma pistol and adopting a fair imitation of Fizgig’s combat stance. They prowled
forward, until Izzy raised a clenched fist. The vanguard stopped at the base of the stairs leading
onto the bridge level.Then chaos erupted. Plasma fire shot down the stairs, catching the slowest
Tigris in the cross fire. The rest of the vanguard made it to cover, and Izzy popped out long
enough to return a trio of blasts. She ducked back, and a metal body tumbled down the stairs in
a splatter of orange blood.“Watch our rear,” Fizgig roared, grabbing Lena by the shoulder and



pushing her toward the vanguard. Fizgig spun, dropping to one knee and bringing her rifle to
bear.Sure enough, the telltale shimmering of cloaked Judicators came around the corner. They’d
been shadowing the Tigris, waiting for a moment to strike. Fizgig squeezed the trigger, walking
her rifle back and forth as she filled the corridor with plasma fire. The Judicators seemed
unprepared for the assault, perhaps expecting more conventional weaponry.Fizgig downed two
targets in quick succession, but more were coming. They returned fire, and she dove to the right
as fist-sized balls of blue plasma streaked in her direction. She wasn’t as quick as she’d been in
her prime, and one of the shots caught her in the injured leg. Her shield crackled, dispersing
most of the energy. Most, but not all. The pain was excruciating, and it sent white rage coursing
through her.She rolled to her feet and dropped her rifle as she ignited plasma blades on each
wrist and glided forward, dodging two more shots as she leapt. The Judicators were once again
unprepared and she waded into their ranks, cutting them down as quickly as she could reach
them. Thankfully, whatever programming made them detonate on death had been halted, likely
because they were on the harvester. She and Nolan had observed the same when they’d taken
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exiled to the 14th fleet. You can get it for free by signing up to the mailing list.In an announcer
voice: ‘Last time, on Void Wraith…”Commander Nolan has just been assigned to the UFC
Johnston, an aging destroyer in the 14th fleet. The 14th is also known as “the underfunded 14th,”
where careers are sent to die. The Johnston is commanded by Captain Dryker, an aging hero
from the Eight Year War with the Tigris. He’s tired, cantankerous, and has a serious discipline
problem.The Johnston is emerging from a sun, through something called a Helios Gate. The
Helios Gate is at the center of a star, and opens a wormhole to a neighboring star. Starships that
want to use the Helios Gate have to be able to survive the internal stresses inside a star, which
they do using their inductive fields. This field channels the magnetic energy inside a star to form
a bubble around the ship. The sun itself powers the field, so the deeper a vessel goes the
stronger the field gets.Make sense? If not, think of it like this: it’s a frigging Stargate in the middle
of a sun.The Johnston has arrived in the Mar Kona system, a human colony on the periphery of
space. They’ve been dispatched because the colony has gone dark and OFI (the Office of Fleet
Intelligence, known by the soldiers of the 14th as the Office of F*%cking Idiots) is demanding
answers. Upon arrival, they find a debris field belonging to a Tigris science vessel.There’s no
reason for a Tigris science vessel to be there, and no sign of whoever or whatever destroyed it.
Then a Tigris warship arrives, looking for the science vessel. They assume the Johnston is
responsible for the destruction, and move to attack. Captain Dryker does something no real
captain would do. Ever. He walks off the bridge in combat, leaving the untested Commander
Nolan to run the combat. Fiction lets me get away with crap like this.Unsurprisingly, Nolan pulls
off a brilliant maneuver that Michael Bay will enjoy producing because there are plenty of pew
pew BOOOOM sorts of things involved. The Tigris lose, and Captain Dryker sends Nolan down
to the planet with a squad of Marines to find out why the citizens are gone. If you’ve played Mass
Effect, by this point you were probably asking yourself how long it would be before EA sued me,
because MAN did the plot of Destroyer look similar.Nolan and company run into a new enemy.
This enemy has an imperfect cloaking system, a lot like the one used in Halo and Predator. The
enemy clashes with the Marines, and there are casualties on both sides. Unfortunately, the
enemies explode when they die, so it’s difficult for Nolan to learn specifics about who or what
they might be. They look like robots, but when Mills (handsome badass sniper dude) cores one
through the chest they see orange blood spatter the trees.Nolan and his Marines continue
toward the distress signal they picked up in orbit. They find it in the middle of a set of ancient
Primo ruins. Primo are the first race (primo means first in Latin), and have been on the galactic
stage for tens of thousands of years. Their empire has waned, and as it faded they abandoned
many habitable worlds, which races like humanity are all too happy to snap up.Anyway, it turns
out the distress signal was set by Lena, a Tigris scientist. Tigris are a race of bipedal cat people.
Why cat people when they’ve been used everywhere from Thundercats to the Kilrathi? Because
I have two house cats named Izzy and Fizgig, and I was looking for an excuse to write about
them.Lena is investigating the Primo ruins, because after laying dormant for over twenty
millennia they are starting to power up. She tells Nolan that while she was investigating, her



team was attacked. A strange blue ship showed up, and took her team as well as all the citizens
of Mar Kona. She has no idea why, and was only able to hide because the Primo ruins blocked
the enemy scans.Nolan realizes Lena is important, and starts escorting her back to his shuttle.
On the way, they see the strange blue ship, which can apparently cloak just like the shock troops
(later called Judicators). The ship blows up the Primo ruins, and Nolan narrowly escapes.We flip
to Dryker, who gives a report to his superior, Admiral Mendez. Mendez is upset at Dryker for
walking off the bridge during combat, but that turns out to be a smokescreen. He’s really calling
because Dryker is being hung out to dry. The Tigris claim Dryker blew up their science vessel,
and humanity is turning him over for prosecution. The case will be tried by the Primo. Before the
call ends, Mendez also asks if Dryker recovered any artifacts from the ruins (dun dun dun). We
realize immediately that he’s a little too interested. Plus, the guy has a thick black beard and
smokes a cigar. We already know he’s the villain.Dryker decides not to turn himself over, and
has Nolan interrogate their Tigris prisoner. Lena was on Mar Kona because she’s an
anthropologist specializing in Primo ruins. Several other worlds have been attacked by these
mysterious aliens, and she wants to know why. She agrees to help Dryker find answers, and
suggests they start on a Tigris world containing a similar set of ruins to those on Mar Kona.Right
after they arrive at Purito, a Tigris warship exits the Helios Gate. This is no privateer, but rather
the most feared commander in Leonis Pride, Mighty Fizgig. Fizgig is based on my 16-year-old
house cat, who is too old to care about your bullshit. She (the commander, not my cat) contacts
Dryker, warning him that she’s going to board his vessel and slaughter his crew. Dryker does his
best to fight back, but her ship is both larger and more powerful. He’s clearly losing.Meanwhile,
Nolan and Lena are trying to find whatever artifact might be hidden in the ruins. While they’re
exploring, the Tigris send a ground team to stop them. That team is opposed by Sergeant
Hannan and her Marines. They square off, locked in a brutal fight. Hannan knows she can’t hold
the Tigris off forever, but is determined to go down swinging.Then Fizgig receives a message
that a nearby Tigris colony is under attack. She pulls back, letting the Johnston go. Fizgig arrives
just in time to see the strange alien vessel cloaking. She’s now aware there is a new player in the
game, but is honor bound to hunt down and kill Dryker rather than investigate.Lena and Nolan
recover an ancient Virtual Intelligence (VI) from the ruins, but can’t understand the dialect it
uses. Lena is only able to translate two words: Void Wraith. They take the VI to a Primo library,
hoping the scholars there can translate it. The Primo do, reluctantly giving the VI back to Lena
and Nolan. Because they’re spiteful bastards and know the Johnston is being hunted, they alert
Primo authorities. Dryker orders Nolan back to the Johnston, and they get ready to flee.They’re
too late. Three Primo carriers show up. The Johnston has no prayer, but quickly realize they
aren’t the target. The carriers attack the library, though the Johnston takes some serious
collateral damage while escaping. There’s some pew pew pew, boom, and then the Johnston
flees to the Helios Gate. The library is blown up, and Nolan and Dryker realize why: someone
was trying to keep the ancient Primo VI from spreading. The library made a copy, and someone
didn’t want that copy getting out.Meanwhile, we learn that Admiral Mendez is a villain. It’s terribly



shocking. I mean, he has a beard and cigar, remember? We totally didn’t see this coming. His
villainy-ness is discovered by his daughter, Kathryn Mendez. Apparently Kathryn is the reason
why Nolan got sent to the 14th, but we don’t know why because the asshole author wants you to
read Exiled to find out.Kathryn learns that her father is working with someone he calls Bruce
(Doctor Reid), and that both are clearly working for a third party. It’s also revealed that the Primo
and Tigris governments have been infiltrated as well. They’re working on something big, and it
sounds like it will be bad for everyone. Kathryn lets Nolan know, and he brings the information to
Dryker. Kathryn overheard something about the Ghantan system, which doesn’t show up on any
known star chart. Dryker doesn’t seem surprised, because he’s old and wise and stuff. He also
has a beard, but his beard is white so we know he’s not a villain.Lena realizes the Primo VI they
recovered might recognize the system. Now that it’s been translated, they can talk to it, and she
learns that it knows all about the strange blue ship. The ship belongs to the Void Wraith, who
wiped out the ancient Primo empire. The Primo VI is very familiar with the Ghantan system, and
explains that it was a mining facility, and also contained a Primo shipyard.The Johnston is still
heavily damaged, but limps to the Ghantan system to see what’s there. It turns out there’s a
factory building Void Wraith ships, and a big ass bomb. Uh-oh. Nolan and Dryker discuss a plan,
and Nolan suggests they go flash their asses to the Goram law (go watch Firefly if you don’t get
that reference). The Johnston uses the Quantum Network to alert the humans, then flies to the
Tigris home world.Dryker talks mad shit over an open channel, and the Tigris start to pursue.
That’s exactly what he wants, as the goal is to get the whole Tigris fleet to the Ghantan system. It
seems to be working, but then the Tigris admiral tells his ships not to pursue. He sends one
vessel, Fizgig’s Claw of Tigrana. Most of the Tigris think this decision strange, but no one does
anything.Fizgig follows Dryker to the Ghantan system and boards his vessel. Dryker surrenders
unconditionally, and when Fizgig reaches the bridge points out the big ass Void Wraith factory
and bomb floating like right there. Fizgig is all, umm…that looks bad. We should do something
about that. Before they can, the Void Wraith attack, and begin boarding the Johnston.Packs of
Judicators roam the corridors of the ship, brawling with Marines. All of our heroes step up, and
manage to converge on the bridge. They realize they can’t win. There are six Void Wraith ships in
the system, and just the single ship that’s boarded the Johnston is handily kicking their collective
asses. So Dryker comes up with a daring Hail Mary plan, because he has a white beard. He
knows the hero’s plan always works at the end, or readers get pissed off and send you hate
mail.He orders Nolan, Fizgig, Izzy (my other house cat), Hannan, and Edwards to EVA (that’s
Extravehicular activity—going outside the ship) over to the Void Wraith vessel, a harvester-class
ship whose troops have boarded the Johnston. They’re basically doing an end run to take over
the enemy ship, since all the enemy’s troops are on the Johnston. Those who stay behind will
hold off the Void Wraith, though they will likely die in the attempt.Nolan and company head to the
Void Wraith vessel. They kick a lot of Judicator ass, including a twelve-foot-tall Alpha Judicator.
Unfortunately, that Judicator squishes Edwards. We’re not sure if he’ll live yet. The author hasn’t
killed anyone up to this point. Is he a dick? We don’t know.Back on the Johnston, Captain Dryker



grabs Mills, Juliard (a comm tech), and the Tigris first mate, Khar. They fight their way toward the
Johnston’s main gun. Dryker wants to sabotage it, so he can detonate the ship. That will kill all
the Judicators aboard, improving Nolan’s chances. Along the way they get into a simple
skirmish, but during the fight, the causeway Mills is standing on gets hit.He falls to his death in
the most unheroic way possible, despite the fact that he was a total badass. Yup, the author is a
dick. I still get hate mail about Mills’s death, but there was a method to my madness. I needed to
show you people that I was serious. Not, like, “George R.R. Martin, kill half the cast” serious, but
that anyone could die.Back to Nolan. He reaches the bridge, which has a VI very similar to the
one they liberated from the Primo ruins. The VI monologues like a Disney villain, talking about
the Eradication and how Nolan has no prayer. Judicators show up trying to kill them, but Nolan
and Hannan hold them off while Lena removes the ship’s VI and plugs in the one they got from
the ruins. The new VI takes over and merges with the ship, giving them full control.Around this
time, Dryker and Khar set the self destruct and flee for the Claw of Tigrana. They make it aboard,
but the acting captain is a real douche. He wants to lock up Dryker, instead of listening to him.
So Khar snaps his neck and takes over.A new fleet emerges from the Helios Gate. It’s the Tigris!
They’ve come to help Fizgig. Khar tells them about the Void Wraith, and they join the fight. It’s an
all-out brawl, and it’s not clear who’s going to win. Then a human fleet arrives! Except it’s under
Mendez’s control, and is here to help the Void Wraith. It starts attacking Tigris vessels. Khar
passes out from blood loss, and Dryker takes command of the Tigris vessel.A Void Wraith
vessel de-cloaks right next to the Claw. It’s Nolan! He explains that they’ve figured out where the
bomb is being sent. The Void Wraith want to blow up Theras Prime, decapitating the Primo
empire. He asks Dryker to flee there and warn the Primo. Dryker reluctantly agrees. He pilots the
Claw into the sun.Nolan and his crew come up with a desperate plan to stop the bomb. If they
can open a connection using the Helios Gate, then destroy the limiter that controls a Gate’s
ability to open and close, they can prevent that connection from being closed and the Void
Wraith won’t be able to make a connection to Theras Prime. Of course they pull it off, because
heroes. The bomb blows up the Ghantan system, plus the sun Nolan connects to.This strands
Nolan until he and his crew can reach another Helios Gate, which will take four months. Nolan
also deals with Edwards. It turns out Judicators are made from people, and Edwards can be
turned into one. If he isn’t, he’ll probably die. Nolan orders him made into an Alpha Judicator,
because, really, if you were going to be one wouldn’t you want to be the twelve-foot-tall one with
massive cannons? Hell, yes.In the epilogue, we check in with Dryker, because there’s one final
question remaining for the reader: was I enough of a dick to kill Khar? No. Khar lives! The Primo
rescue Dryker and Khar.The End.Void WraithFour months have passed. Nolan used it as a
training montage (Google ‘Team America Montage’), and has been getting his ass kicked daily
by Fizgig. They’re out of contact, have nothing but goop to eat, and plenty of time.Meanwhile,
Dryker, Khar, and Juliard have been imprisoned by the Primo. They’re ‘guests’ aboard the First
Light, a Primo vessel controlled by The Voice, Celendra. During their forced stay humanity and
Tigris go to war, because the Void Wraith used altered footage from the battle in the Ghantan



system to get humanity to attack.Both sides have been taken savage casualties, and Dryker
can’t do anything but watch. He’s pretty butthurt about it, but we don’t blame him because we
are also a little butthurt.The Primo take more time than the frigging Ents in Lord of the Rings,
debating whether or not they should talk about doing something. It’s like the American political
system, basically. They call a moot, with every Primo vessel attending.Dryker’s all…so guys, you
realize the Void Wraith are just going to wait until you’re all here, and then attack right? And the
Primo are all Psssshh, there’s no way they’d be bold enough to attack us. Dryker preemptively
prepares his ‘I told you so’ speech, which comes in handy when the Void Wraith *gasp* attack
the moot. Most of the Primo are wiped out, and the survivors retreat to a hidden system to lick
their wounds.Nolan and Fizgig finally reach a Helios Gate, and head to a human mining station
in an out of the way system to get access to a Quantum transmitter. The weasily guy running the
place is horrified when he hears that Nolan has Tigris on his vessel. That makes Nolan a traitor.
He claims there’s a war on, and tells Nolan to leave. Nolan docks anyway, and we find out that
he’s been to the station before.It’s like he had a whole other adventure, one the author wants you
to be curious about so you’ll read the prequel Exiled. Anyway, we meet Annie, a tough as nails
miner who used to be a soldier. She and Hannan become fast friends, and Annie joins the crew.
They take the transmitter from poor administrator Bock, and finally reconnect to the Quantum
network.So like I said, the war between humanity and the Tigris was caused by doctored footage
of the battle in the Ghantan system. The footage shows humanity wiping out the Tigris, but
conveniently leaves out the big ass Void Wraith bomb and factory. Nolan knows he doesn’t have
the political clout to use the real footage. No one will listen to him. But they may listen to war hero
Dryker. Nolan tries finding him, but there’s been no word of the captain’s whereabouts since the
fight in the Ghantan system.Nolan is dismayed that he can’t reach Dryker, but he’s received a
message from Kathryn. He doesn’t know that she’s been infected with a Gorthian larva, but he’s
also not a total dumbshit. He agrees to meet her in a public place to exchange intel on the last
four months, knowing there is a chance it’s an ambush.We’ve already seen Kathryn’s
perspective, so we know it’s a trap set by Reid. Nolan and Kathryn get into a scuffle, and Kathryn
is amazed that Nolan can fight (talk about a montage). Nolan and his squad narrowly escape,
and they now know that Kathryn has been compromised. They also know there’s a war on, and
that they have to find a way to prove that the war was started with a lie. But how?Cut to Dryker.
The Primo are all, like what just happened? Somebody kicked our asses. Dryker gives his ‘I told
you so’ speech, and the Primo realize they’re not all that good at fighting. Since they consider
humanity incredibly militaristic, they figure Dryker is an excellent commander. The Primo put him
in charge, committing their remaining fleet to his service.Nolan finally links up with Dryker and
the Primo, and we get the happy reunions we’ve been waiting for. They bring each other up to
speed on how lame the war is, then come up with a pretty terrible plan. Fizgig and Khar will
expose the Void Wraith, and try to oust Admiral Mow. Dryker will gather the 11th fleet, since he
knows they don’t give a crap about command and will actually listen when he presents the
evidence from the battle of Ghantan.Nolan heads to a Primo library, where they hope to learn



more about the Void Wraith’s origins. Kathryn gets there at the same time, and manages to
sneak a cloaked harvester past the Primo’s absurdly scary defenses. She and about two
hundred Judicators (I just made that up, I have no idea how many I actually said in Void Wraith)
brawl with Nolan’s crew. Edwards gets to fight another Alpha for the first time, and he kicks its
ass. It’s pretty cool.Hold on, I’m going to go back and read that chapter. Okay back. Yeah, that
chapter rocked. Annie, Hannan, and Edwards all had some cool roles to play in the library
fight.Anyway, Nolan gets ambushed by Kathryn, Delta, and two other cybermarines. Reid
remains behind on the Sparhawk. Kathryn gets the drop on Nolan, and it looks like he’s screwed.
Then Delta unexpectedly defects. He and Nolan take down Kathryn and her goons, then
successfully flee the library. They put Kathryn into suspended animation, hoping they can find a
way to safely remove the larva.Dryker and Juliard terrorize Ceres station using a Primo carrier,
which gets the immediate attention of his old buddies in the 14th (since they protect the station).
He arranges a meeting with the most influential captains in the 14th, and convinces them to join
him. In exchange, Dryker will have their vessels outfitted with Primo weaponry. They’re reluctant,
but Dryker has the real footage from the Ghantan system. He proves they’ve been lied to, and
that convinces them.Meanwhile Admiral Chu is being disgusting. The larva is slowly
transforming his body, and the admiral realizes it will hatch soon. Since he’s got time to kill, he
decides to be a dick and wipe out the Tigris homeworld. Chu leads several of humanity’s best
fleets, including the vaunted 11th. Normally, the Tigris orbital defense platforms would make
short work of any human attack, but the Tigris Admiral Mow ‘mysteriously’ ordered them away.
Tigrana is defenseless, and humanity bombs the shit out of it. This couldn’t come at a worse
time, almost like the author planned it that way.Fizgig has finally tracked down Mow, and
challenges him for leadership. The attack on Tigrana forces her to withdraw that challenge. Most
of the Tigris follow Mow to Tigrana to battle the humans, which is exactly what the Void Wraith
want. Both militaries will be wiped out.Fizgig, tired of Mow’s bullshit, does something
unprecedented. She founds her own pride, Pride Fizgig. Fizgig takes in all the nameless Tigris,
her ranks swelling with the castoffs other prides won’t take. There’s like, some real symbolism
here and shit. Fizgig is taking the untouchables, and Dryker has already done the same with
humanity’s castoff 14th fleet. It’s soldiers of the line circumventing their messed-up command
structures to pull out victory in spite of the tools at the top. I think that’s like a theme. If you’re in
school, check with your English teacher. Maybe they’ll know.Anyway, Fizgig, Dryker, and Nolan
come up with a plan. Admiral Chu is in charge, and many of his captains have been implanted
with the same sort of chip that Delta has. Now that Delta has defected they’re able to study the
chip. They figure out how to send a jamming signal to the chip. All they need to do is wait for Chu
to use the transmitter, then they can trace the source. They’ll jam his signal, which will stop him
from controlling anyone. Once they do, Nolan’s cloaked harvester will find him and take him
out.Fizgig and her new pride head to Tigrana. Dryker grabs the 14th, and they head there too.
There’s a massive space battle with all sorts of pew pew, even though you can’t hear pew pew in
space. Every race is getting chewed up. Things are looking really bad, and our heroes will only



get one shot at this. Do they pull it off? Of course they do. Heroes, remember?Dryker convinces
humanity to join him, which forces Chu to use the chip. They then block the signal, so the
captains remain unaffected. All human fleets join Dryker, pulling back from the Tigris home
world. Fizgig takes the opportunity to attack Mow’s flagship.She boards, and in an absolutely
epic battle fights her way to the bridge for a final confrontation with Mow. They duel, and Mow
proves to be freakishly strong. Fizgig is badly wounded, but Mow underestimates her and she
tears out his throat. The Tigris fall into line behind Fizgig, and she orders them to pull back. The
battle stops.Meanwhile, Nolan’s cloaked harvester attack’s Chu’s ship. Nolan, Hannan, Delta,
and Annie make for the bridge. Nolan’s montage serves him well, and he’s now kind of a badass
in combat. Not like Fizgig badass, but more of a ‘Hannan is proud of him’ kind of badass.They
find Chu on the bridge, but his transformation has already begun. He’s now covered in a mass of
ropey flesh tendrils forming some sort of cocoon. Nolan, in a scene John Carpenter would be
proud of, fights his way inside the cocoon. They kill whatever Chu was going to turn into, and find
the transmitter. They’ve won.All three surviving governments now know about the Void Wraith
fleet, and their tattered remnants are ready to fight for their lives. Their only hope? Nolan has
learned of an ancient Primo vessel called the Forge. It was the only weapon the Void Wraith and
their Gorthian masters ever feared, and if Nolan can find it they have a chance.Ready to find out
what happens next?Previously on Void WraithPreviously on Void WraithPreviously on Void
WraithPreviously on Void WraithWhenever I pick up the 2nd or 3rd book in a series I’m always
torn. Should I re-read the first book, or just dive right in? I usually want to do the latter, but I can’t
always remember what happened in the previous book. This section is for all those people who
can’t quite remember everything that went down in Destroyer or Void Wraith. I’ve decided to re-
cap it just like a TV show, something fans of my Deathless series have really enjoyed. For those
that have just finished Void Wraith, feel free to skip to the Prologue.Also note that I’m not
including information about the prequel story Exiled here. If you haven’t read it I recommend it. It
will introduce you to Delta, Reid, Kathryn, Annie, and Bock, plus you’ll learn how Nolan was
exiled to the 14th fleet. You can get it for free by signing up to the mailing list.In an announcer
voice: ‘Last time, on Void Wraith…”Commander Nolan has just been assigned to the UFC
Johnston, an aging destroyer in the 14th fleet. The 14th is also known as “the underfunded 14th,”
where careers are sent to die. The Johnston is commanded by Captain Dryker, an aging hero
from the Eight Year War with the Tigris. He’s tired, cantankerous, and has a serious discipline
problem.The Johnston is emerging from a sun, through something called a Helios Gate. The
Helios Gate is at the center of a star, and opens a wormhole to a neighboring star. Starships that
want to use the Helios Gate have to be able to survive the internal stresses inside a star, which
they do using their inductive fields. This field channels the magnetic energy inside a star to form
a bubble around the ship. The sun itself powers the field, so the deeper a vessel goes the
stronger the field gets.Make sense? If not, think of it like this: it’s a frigging Stargate in the middle
of a sun.The Johnston has arrived in the Mar Kona system, a human colony on the periphery of
space. They’ve been dispatched because the colony has gone dark and OFI (the Office of Fleet



Intelligence, known by the soldiers of the 14th as the Office of F*%cking Idiots) is demanding
answers. Upon arrival, they find a debris field belonging to a Tigris science vessel.There’s no
reason for a Tigris science vessel to be there, and no sign of whoever or whatever destroyed it.
Then a Tigris warship arrives, looking for the science vessel. They assume the Johnston is
responsible for the destruction, and move to attack. Captain Dryker does something no real
captain would do. Ever. He walks off the bridge in combat, leaving the untested Commander
Nolan to run the combat. Fiction lets me get away with crap like this.Unsurprisingly, Nolan pulls
off a brilliant maneuver that Michael Bay will enjoy producing because there are plenty of pew
pew BOOOOM sorts of things involved. The Tigris lose, and Captain Dryker sends Nolan down
to the planet with a squad of Marines to find out why the citizens are gone. If you’ve played Mass
Effect, by this point you were probably asking yourself how long it would be before EA sued me,
because MAN did the plot of Destroyer look similar.Nolan and company run into a new enemy.
This enemy has an imperfect cloaking system, a lot like the one used in Halo and Predator. The
enemy clashes with the Marines, and there are casualties on both sides. Unfortunately, the
enemies explode when they die, so it’s difficult for Nolan to learn specifics about who or what
they might be. They look like robots, but when Mills (handsome badass sniper dude) cores one
through the chest they see orange blood spatter the trees.Nolan and his Marines continue
toward the distress signal they picked up in orbit. They find it in the middle of a set of ancient
Primo ruins. Primo are the first race (primo means first in Latin), and have been on the galactic
stage for tens of thousands of years. Their empire has waned, and as it faded they abandoned
many habitable worlds, which races like humanity are all too happy to snap up.Anyway, it turns
out the distress signal was set by Lena, a Tigris scientist. Tigris are a race of bipedal cat people.
Why cat people when they’ve been used everywhere from Thundercats to the Kilrathi? Because
I have two house cats named Izzy and Fizgig, and I was looking for an excuse to write about
them.Lena is investigating the Primo ruins, because after laying dormant for over twenty
millennia they are starting to power up. She tells Nolan that while she was investigating, her
team was attacked. A strange blue ship showed up, and took her team as well as all the citizens
of Mar Kona. She has no idea why, and was only able to hide because the Primo ruins blocked
the enemy scans.Nolan realizes Lena is important, and starts escorting her back to his shuttle.
On the way, they see the strange blue ship, which can apparently cloak just like the shock troops
(later called Judicators). The ship blows up the Primo ruins, and Nolan narrowly escapes.We flip
to Dryker, who gives a report to his superior, Admiral Mendez. Mendez is upset at Dryker for
walking off the bridge during combat, but that turns out to be a smokescreen. He’s really calling
because Dryker is being hung out to dry. The Tigris claim Dryker blew up their science vessel,
and humanity is turning him over for prosecution. The case will be tried by the Primo. Before the
call ends, Mendez also asks if Dryker recovered any artifacts from the ruins (dun dun dun). We
realize immediately that he’s a little too interested. Plus, the guy has a thick black beard and
smokes a cigar. We already know he’s the villain.Dryker decides not to turn himself over, and
has Nolan interrogate their Tigris prisoner. Lena was on Mar Kona because she’s an



anthropologist specializing in Primo ruins. Several other worlds have been attacked by these
mysterious aliens, and she wants to know why. She agrees to help Dryker find answers, and
suggests they start on a Tigris world containing a similar set of ruins to those on Mar Kona.Right
after they arrive at Purito, a Tigris warship exits the Helios Gate. This is no privateer, but rather
the most feared commander in Leonis Pride, Mighty Fizgig. Fizgig is based on my 16-year-old
house cat, who is too old to care about your bullshit. She (the commander, not my cat) contacts
Dryker, warning him that she’s going to board his vessel and slaughter his crew. Dryker does his
best to fight back, but her ship is both larger and more powerful. He’s clearly losing.Meanwhile,
Nolan and Lena are trying to find whatever artifact might be hidden in the ruins. While they’re
exploring, the Tigris send a ground team to stop them. That team is opposed by Sergeant
Hannan and her Marines. They square off, locked in a brutal fight. Hannan knows she can’t hold
the Tigris off forever, but is determined to go down swinging.Then Fizgig receives a message
that a nearby Tigris colony is under attack. She pulls back, letting the Johnston go. Fizgig arrives
just in time to see the strange alien vessel cloaking. She’s now aware there is a new player in the
game, but is honor bound to hunt down and kill Dryker rather than investigate.Lena and Nolan
recover an ancient Virtual Intelligence (VI) from the ruins, but can’t understand the dialect it
uses. Lena is only able to translate two words: Void Wraith. They take the VI to a Primo library,
hoping the scholars there can translate it. The Primo do, reluctantly giving the VI back to Lena
and Nolan. Because they’re spiteful bastards and know the Johnston is being hunted, they alert
Primo authorities. Dryker orders Nolan back to the Johnston, and they get ready to flee.They’re
too late. Three Primo carriers show up. The Johnston has no prayer, but quickly realize they
aren’t the target. The carriers attack the library, though the Johnston takes some serious
collateral damage while escaping. There’s some pew pew pew, boom, and then the Johnston
flees to the Helios Gate. The library is blown up, and Nolan and Dryker realize why: someone
was trying to keep the ancient Primo VI from spreading. The library made a copy, and someone
didn’t want that copy getting out.Meanwhile, we learn that Admiral Mendez is a villain. It’s terribly
shocking. I mean, he has a beard and cigar, remember? We totally didn’t see this coming. His
villainy-ness is discovered by his daughter, Kathryn Mendez. Apparently Kathryn is the reason
why Nolan got sent to the 14th, but we don’t know why because the asshole author wants you to
read Exiled to find out.Kathryn learns that her father is working with someone he calls Bruce
(Doctor Reid), and that both are clearly working for a third party. It’s also revealed that the Primo
and Tigris governments have been infiltrated as well. They’re working on something big, and it
sounds like it will be bad for everyone. Kathryn lets Nolan know, and he brings the information to
Dryker. Kathryn overheard something about the Ghantan system, which doesn’t show up on any
known star chart. Dryker doesn’t seem surprised, because he’s old and wise and stuff. He also
has a beard, but his beard is white so we know he’s not a villain.Lena realizes the Primo VI they
recovered might recognize the system. Now that it’s been translated, they can talk to it, and she
learns that it knows all about the strange blue ship. The ship belongs to the Void Wraith, who
wiped out the ancient Primo empire. The Primo VI is very familiar with the Ghantan system, and



explains that it was a mining facility, and also contained a Primo shipyard.The Johnston is still
heavily damaged, but limps to the Ghantan system to see what’s there. It turns out there’s a
factory building Void Wraith ships, and a big ass bomb. Uh-oh. Nolan and Dryker discuss a plan,
and Nolan suggests they go flash their asses to the Goram law (go watch Firefly if you don’t get
that reference). The Johnston uses the Quantum Network to alert the humans, then flies to the
Tigris home world.Dryker talks mad shit over an open channel, and the Tigris start to pursue.
That’s exactly what he wants, as the goal is to get the whole Tigris fleet to the Ghantan system. It
seems to be working, but then the Tigris admiral tells his ships not to pursue. He sends one
vessel, Fizgig’s Claw of Tigrana. Most of the Tigris think this decision strange, but no one does
anything.Fizgig follows Dryker to the Ghantan system and boards his vessel. Dryker surrenders
unconditionally, and when Fizgig reaches the bridge points out the big ass Void Wraith factory
and bomb floating like right there. Fizgig is all, umm…that looks bad. We should do something
about that. Before they can, the Void Wraith attack, and begin boarding the Johnston.Packs of
Judicators roam the corridors of the ship, brawling with Marines. All of our heroes step up, and
manage to converge on the bridge. They realize they can’t win. There are six Void Wraith ships in
the system, and just the single ship that’s boarded the Johnston is handily kicking their collective
asses. So Dryker comes up with a daring Hail Mary plan, because he has a white beard. He
knows the hero’s plan always works at the end, or readers get pissed off and send you hate
mail.He orders Nolan, Fizgig, Izzy (my other house cat), Hannan, and Edwards to EVA (that’s
Extravehicular activity—going outside the ship) over to the Void Wraith vessel, a harvester-class
ship whose troops have boarded the Johnston. They’re basically doing an end run to take over
the enemy ship, since all the enemy’s troops are on the Johnston. Those who stay behind will
hold off the Void Wraith, though they will likely die in the attempt.Nolan and company head to the
Void Wraith vessel. They kick a lot of Judicator ass, including a twelve-foot-tall Alpha Judicator.
Unfortunately, that Judicator squishes Edwards. We’re not sure if he’ll live yet. The author hasn’t
killed anyone up to this point. Is he a dick? We don’t know.Back on the Johnston, Captain Dryker
grabs Mills, Juliard (a comm tech), and the Tigris first mate, Khar. They fight their way toward the
Johnston’s main gun. Dryker wants to sabotage it, so he can detonate the ship. That will kill all
the Judicators aboard, improving Nolan’s chances. Along the way they get into a simple
skirmish, but during the fight, the causeway Mills is standing on gets hit.He falls to his death in
the most unheroic way possible, despite the fact that he was a total badass. Yup, the author is a
dick. I still get hate mail about Mills’s death, but there was a method to my madness. I needed to
show you people that I was serious. Not, like, “George R.R. Martin, kill half the cast” serious, but
that anyone could die.Back to Nolan. He reaches the bridge, which has a VI very similar to the
one they liberated from the Primo ruins. The VI monologues like a Disney villain, talking about
the Eradication and how Nolan has no prayer. Judicators show up trying to kill them, but Nolan
and Hannan hold them off while Lena removes the ship’s VI and plugs in the one they got from
the ruins. The new VI takes over and merges with the ship, giving them full control.Around this
time, Dryker and Khar set the self destruct and flee for the Claw of Tigrana. They make it aboard,



but the acting captain is a real douche. He wants to lock up Dryker, instead of listening to him.
So Khar snaps his neck and takes over.A new fleet emerges from the Helios Gate. It’s the Tigris!
They’ve come to help Fizgig. Khar tells them about the Void Wraith, and they join the fight. It’s an
all-out brawl, and it’s not clear who’s going to win. Then a human fleet arrives! Except it’s under
Mendez’s control, and is here to help the Void Wraith. It starts attacking Tigris vessels. Khar
passes out from blood loss, and Dryker takes command of the Tigris vessel.A Void Wraith
vessel de-cloaks right next to the Claw. It’s Nolan! He explains that they’ve figured out where the
bomb is being sent. The Void Wraith want to blow up Theras Prime, decapitating the Primo
empire. He asks Dryker to flee there and warn the Primo. Dryker reluctantly agrees. He pilots the
Claw into the sun.Nolan and his crew come up with a desperate plan to stop the bomb. If they
can open a connection using the Helios Gate, then destroy the limiter that controls a Gate’s
ability to open and close, they can prevent that connection from being closed and the Void
Wraith won’t be able to make a connection to Theras Prime. Of course they pull it off, because
heroes. The bomb blows up the Ghantan system, plus the sun Nolan connects to.This strands
Nolan until he and his crew can reach another Helios Gate, which will take four months. Nolan
also deals with Edwards. It turns out Judicators are made from people, and Edwards can be
turned into one. If he isn’t, he’ll probably die. Nolan orders him made into an Alpha Judicator,
because, really, if you were going to be one wouldn’t you want to be the twelve-foot-tall one with
massive cannons? Hell, yes.In the epilogue, we check in with Dryker, because there’s one final
question remaining for the reader: was I enough of a dick to kill Khar? No. Khar lives! The Primo
rescue Dryker and Khar.The End.Void WraithFour months have passed. Nolan used it as a
training montage (Google ‘Team America Montage’), and has been getting his ass kicked daily
by Fizgig. They’re out of contact, have nothing but goop to eat, and plenty of time.Meanwhile,
Dryker, Khar, and Juliard have been imprisoned by the Primo. They’re ‘guests’ aboard the First
Light, a Primo vessel controlled by The Voice, Celendra. During their forced stay humanity and
Tigris go to war, because the Void Wraith used altered footage from the battle in the Ghantan
system to get humanity to attack.Both sides have been taken savage casualties, and Dryker
can’t do anything but watch. He’s pretty butthurt about it, but we don’t blame him because we
are also a little butthurt.The Primo take more time than the frigging Ents in Lord of the Rings,
debating whether or not they should talk about doing something. It’s like the American political
system, basically. They call a moot, with every Primo vessel attending.Dryker’s all…so guys, you
realize the Void Wraith are just going to wait until you’re all here, and then attack right? And the
Primo are all Psssshh, there’s no way they’d be bold enough to attack us. Dryker preemptively
prepares his ‘I told you so’ speech, which comes in handy when the Void Wraith *gasp* attack
the moot. Most of the Primo are wiped out, and the survivors retreat to a hidden system to lick
their wounds.Nolan and Fizgig finally reach a Helios Gate, and head to a human mining station
in an out of the way system to get access to a Quantum transmitter. The weasily guy running the
place is horrified when he hears that Nolan has Tigris on his vessel. That makes Nolan a traitor.
He claims there’s a war on, and tells Nolan to leave. Nolan docks anyway, and we find out that



he’s been to the station before.It’s like he had a whole other adventure, one the author wants you
to be curious about so you’ll read the prequel Exiled. Anyway, we meet Annie, a tough as nails
miner who used to be a soldier. She and Hannan become fast friends, and Annie joins the crew.
They take the transmitter from poor administrator Bock, and finally reconnect to the Quantum
network.So like I said, the war between humanity and the Tigris was caused by doctored footage
of the battle in the Ghantan system. The footage shows humanity wiping out the Tigris, but
conveniently leaves out the big ass Void Wraith bomb and factory. Nolan knows he doesn’t have
the political clout to use the real footage. No one will listen to him. But they may listen to war hero
Dryker. Nolan tries finding him, but there’s been no word of the captain’s whereabouts since the
fight in the Ghantan system.Nolan is dismayed that he can’t reach Dryker, but he’s received a
message from Kathryn. He doesn’t know that she’s been infected with a Gorthian larva, but he’s
also not a total dumbshit. He agrees to meet her in a public place to exchange intel on the last
four months, knowing there is a chance it’s an ambush.We’ve already seen Kathryn’s
perspective, so we know it’s a trap set by Reid. Nolan and Kathryn get into a scuffle, and Kathryn
is amazed that Nolan can fight (talk about a montage). Nolan and his squad narrowly escape,
and they now know that Kathryn has been compromised. They also know there’s a war on, and
that they have to find a way to prove that the war was started with a lie. But how?Cut to Dryker.
The Primo are all, like what just happened? Somebody kicked our asses. Dryker gives his ‘I told
you so’ speech, and the Primo realize they’re not all that good at fighting. Since they consider
humanity incredibly militaristic, they figure Dryker is an excellent commander. The Primo put him
in charge, committing their remaining fleet to his service.Nolan finally links up with Dryker and
the Primo, and we get the happy reunions we’ve been waiting for. They bring each other up to
speed on how lame the war is, then come up with a pretty terrible plan. Fizgig and Khar will
expose the Void Wraith, and try to oust Admiral Mow. Dryker will gather the 11th fleet, since he
knows they don’t give a crap about command and will actually listen when he presents the
evidence from the battle of Ghantan.Nolan heads to a Primo library, where they hope to learn
more about the Void Wraith’s origins. Kathryn gets there at the same time, and manages to
sneak a cloaked harvester past the Primo’s absurdly scary defenses. She and about two
hundred Judicators (I just made that up, I have no idea how many I actually said in Void Wraith)
brawl with Nolan’s crew. Edwards gets to fight another Alpha for the first time, and he kicks its
ass. It’s pretty cool.Hold on, I’m going to go back and read that chapter. Okay back. Yeah, that
chapter rocked. Annie, Hannan, and Edwards all had some cool roles to play in the library
fight.Anyway, Nolan gets ambushed by Kathryn, Delta, and two other cybermarines. Reid
remains behind on the Sparhawk. Kathryn gets the drop on Nolan, and it looks like he’s screwed.
Then Delta unexpectedly defects. He and Nolan take down Kathryn and her goons, then
successfully flee the library. They put Kathryn into suspended animation, hoping they can find a
way to safely remove the larva.Dryker and Juliard terrorize Ceres station using a Primo carrier,
which gets the immediate attention of his old buddies in the 14th (since they protect the station).
He arranges a meeting with the most influential captains in the 14th, and convinces them to join



him. In exchange, Dryker will have their vessels outfitted with Primo weaponry. They’re reluctant,
but Dryker has the real footage from the Ghantan system. He proves they’ve been lied to, and
that convinces them.Meanwhile Admiral Chu is being disgusting. The larva is slowly
transforming his body, and the admiral realizes it will hatch soon. Since he’s got time to kill, he
decides to be a dick and wipe out the Tigris homeworld. Chu leads several of humanity’s best
fleets, including the vaunted 11th. Normally, the Tigris orbital defense platforms would make
short work of any human attack, but the Tigris Admiral Mow ‘mysteriously’ ordered them away.
Tigrana is defenseless, and humanity bombs the shit out of it. This couldn’t come at a worse
time, almost like the author planned it that way.Fizgig has finally tracked down Mow, and
challenges him for leadership. The attack on Tigrana forces her to withdraw that challenge. Most
of the Tigris follow Mow to Tigrana to battle the humans, which is exactly what the Void Wraith
want. Both militaries will be wiped out.Fizgig, tired of Mow’s bullshit, does something
unprecedented. She founds her own pride, Pride Fizgig. Fizgig takes in all the nameless Tigris,
her ranks swelling with the castoffs other prides won’t take. There’s like, some real symbolism
here and shit. Fizgig is taking the untouchables, and Dryker has already done the same with
humanity’s castoff 14th fleet. It’s soldiers of the line circumventing their messed-up command
structures to pull out victory in spite of the tools at the top. I think that’s like a theme. If you’re in
school, check with your English teacher. Maybe they’ll know.Anyway, Fizgig, Dryker, and Nolan
come up with a plan. Admiral Chu is in charge, and many of his captains have been implanted
with the same sort of chip that Delta has. Now that Delta has defected they’re able to study the
chip. They figure out how to send a jamming signal to the chip. All they need to do is wait for Chu
to use the transmitter, then they can trace the source. They’ll jam his signal, which will stop him
from controlling anyone. Once they do, Nolan’s cloaked harvester will find him and take him
out.Fizgig and her new pride head to Tigrana. Dryker grabs the 14th, and they head there too.
There’s a massive space battle with all sorts of pew pew, even though you can’t hear pew pew in
space. Every race is getting chewed up. Things are looking really bad, and our heroes will only
get one shot at this. Do they pull it off? Of course they do. Heroes, remember?Dryker convinces
humanity to join him, which forces Chu to use the chip. They then block the signal, so the
captains remain unaffected. All human fleets join Dryker, pulling back from the Tigris home
world. Fizgig takes the opportunity to attack Mow’s flagship.She boards, and in an absolutely
epic battle fights her way to the bridge for a final confrontation with Mow. They duel, and Mow
proves to be freakishly strong. Fizgig is badly wounded, but Mow underestimates her and she
tears out his throat. The Tigris fall into line behind Fizgig, and she orders them to pull back. The
battle stops.Meanwhile, Nolan’s cloaked harvester attack’s Chu’s ship. Nolan, Hannan, Delta,
and Annie make for the bridge. Nolan’s montage serves him well, and he’s now kind of a badass
in combat. Not like Fizgig badass, but more of a ‘Hannan is proud of him’ kind of badass.They
find Chu on the bridge, but his transformation has already begun. He’s now covered in a mass of
ropey flesh tendrils forming some sort of cocoon. Nolan, in a scene John Carpenter would be
proud of, fights his way inside the cocoon. They kill whatever Chu was going to turn into, and find



the transmitter. They’ve won.All three surviving governments now know about the Void Wraith
fleet, and their tattered remnants are ready to fight for their lives. Their only hope? Nolan has
learned of an ancient Primo vessel called the Forge. It was the only weapon the Void Wraith and
their Gorthian masters ever feared, and if Nolan can find it they have a chance.Ready to find out
what happens next?PrologueDryker had never seen a worse situation, not even the battle of
Tigrana. Thousands of ships dotted the Ceras system, clouds of them rising from each of the
three habitable worlds. The largest cloud came from the furthest planet, Vega, an island resort
world which was a getaway for anyone with the means, both from the periphery and the core
worlds.The ships rising from Vega were mostly transports and luxury yachts. There wasn’t a
military vessel among them, other than a few dozen police cruisers. That left them naked before
the Void Wraith. Harvesters darted in, tearing into the ships like piranha into a school of fish. It
pained Dryker to see it, especially knowing he was almost half an hour out. He couldn’t help
them, at least not yet.The second world had a much smaller cloud of escaping vessels, mostly
mining ships. New Mars was a mineral-rich rock, and had built the infrastructure for both the
Ceras system and most of the surrounding periphery worlds. The Void Wraith seemed to realize
this, and had correspondingly few attacking ships. Dryker’s fleet could reach New Mars in
seventeen minutes, and might be in time to save some of them.The third world was also
surrounded by a large cloud of ships, maybe half the size of those around Vega. Some were
transports, but the bulk were cargo ships stuffed full of grains, corn, and other foodstuffs; it was
enough to feed millions for months, making those ships the most important objective in system
in that moment. Supplies were already running short.Coming from the 14th, Dryker knew how
quickly shortages could escalate.“Admiral,” Juliard called from the comm station. “The First Light
is hailing us.”“On screen,” Dryker said, moving to sit in his new captain’s chair. Maintenance had
done a hell of a job retrofitting the harvester they’d salvaged from the Battle of Tigrana—the ship
he’d christened the Steadfast—and he finally had something resembling a real bridge. He still
found it a little troubling that maintenance, and the rest of his crew, were made up entirely of
Judicators. But manpower was in too short a supply to afford him even a single Marine
squad.The screen filled with the First Light’s spacious viewing deck, where Celendra stood
surrounded by a knot of colorfully dressed advisors. Hers was the only Primo vessel in system,
the rest having been dispatched to see to their own people’s evacuation. Dryker had been
surprised she’d asked to remain with the human fleet, and it had only fueled his growing distrust.
More and more he suspected that Celendra had been infected, though he had no proof as of
yet.What would he do if she was? The Primo followed her, and were unlikely to listen to any
accusations he made. Even if they did, Celendra was his only real ally among the Primo. Without
her the Primo would go their own way, denying humanity the Primo’s superior firepower. Should
he risk that? Or was he being overly paranoid, and jeopardizing the survival of the human race
over Celendra having had the human version of a cold?“Hello, Celendra. You have a question?”
He kept his tone neutral. “I have a battle to attend to, so I need to keep this brief.”“What will you
do?” Celendra asked, her words clipped. She was obviously angry, a perpetual state these



days.“Whatever I must to win the war. We don’t have time for a tactical debate. You agreed to
follow my orders, and we’re in combat. Take the First Light to the star’s nadir. Intercept any Void
Wraith who try to attack our convoys.” He nodded to Juliard. She pressed a button, terminating
the feed.“Miss Prim and Proper isn’t much going to like that,” Juliard said, rolling her eyes.
“Orders, sir?”“Have the 14th spread out around Ceras, use their scans to isolate Void Wraith and
pick them off,” Dryker said, hating himself for it. “Protect the cargo ships first, civilians
second.”“Sir,” Juliard asked, hesitatingly. “What about Vega, and New Mars? They have millions
of people trying to reach the Gate. None of them will make it without our help.”“I have to think
about billions, Lieutenant,” Dryker said, surprised she’d spoken her mind. That was rare, but
welcome. “This food will keep people alive, and allow them to hide anywhere. Without it we’re
tied to agricultural worlds, and if I were the Void Wraith that would be my first target. If they
control our food, they guarantee we have to come with them.”“Relaying your orders now, sir,”
Juliard said, avoiding his gaze.Dryker couldn’t blame her. Thinking about the bigger picture
required a callousness he wouldn’t wish on anyone. Decisions on this scale changed a man.He
watched as the 14th deployed. They moved with a skill and precision they’d been unable to
muster even a few months ago. The war with the Void Wraith was hardening them, and everyone
knew the stakes. No longer a group of malcontents and slackers, they took their work seriously
now.A mixture of frigates and cruisers moved in first, fanning out around the edges of the fleet.
The capital ships moved up the middle, the Steadfast in the vanguard. The strategy was simple:
Their smaller ships would protect the flanks, moving to deal with any incursions, while the larger,
more capable ships would guard the main body. Then they’d escort the civilians back to the
Gate.“Sir,” Juliard said, “enemy harvesters are appearing off starboard. I’m counting four.”“Move
to engage. Have the Judicators on standby,” Dryker ordered. “Ship, can you hear me?”“Yes,
Admiral Dryker,” the ship’s VI answered in a pleasant male voice. “Do you have orders?”“Engage
the lead harvester,” Dryker ordered. “Target their engines.”They accelerated, drawing a bead on
the lead harvester. The Steadfast rumbled from deep within as the main weapon powered up.
Dryker had been on the receiving end when the Johnston bought it, but this was the first time
he’d seen the awesome power from the other side of combat. A tremendous ball of blue-white
energy gathered between the Steadfast’s wingtips, built for several seconds, then launched
toward the Void Wraith.The shot slammed into the enemy ship’s engines, rippling along the
shield as it impacted. The right engine sputtered, then died. The harvester broke off from its own
target, a light cruiser. It turned toward the Steadfast, aware that it was the greater threat.“Shift
target to the next harvester,” Dryker ordered.The Steadfast smoothly targeted the next vessel,
launching a shot at their engine. This one caused no real damage, but that vessel also broke off
from the civilians to deal with them. Both enemy ships powered up their weapons and fired
identical balls of blue plasma. Dryker braced himself against his chair, knowing that this was
likely to be bad.The first shot caused the ship to shudder slightly, but did no real damage. Their
shield bled off nearly a hundred percent of the shot, but doing so depleted their defenses. They
were naked against the second shot. It blew through the harvester’s left wing, leaving a trail of



plasma and debris floating out into space. Thankfully, the area was unoccupied, since Dryker
had little more than a skeleton crew.“Fall back to our ranks,” Dryker ordered.“Yes, sir,” the VI
answered, pivoting smoothly to veer back to the 14th. They accelerated away, streamers of
plasma fire leaking from the shattered stub of their left wing.The pair of Void Wraith vessels gave
chase, and ran right into the vanguard. Capital ships began launching a mixture of conventional
railgun fire and newly installed plasma weapons. The two harvesters withered under the fire. The
first exploded before it could even return fire; the second launched another shot aimed squarely
at Dryker’s vessel.The shot slammed into the engines, and something big detonated deep within
the Steadfast. Dryker tumbled to the deck, missing his chair as he fell. He rolled back to his feet.
“Ship, damage report.”“The aft engine is now offline,” the VI said. “Stern engine damaged. We
can still maneuver, though our speed is significantly reduced.”“Move to the rear of the fleet,”
Dryker ordered, breathing a sigh of relief when the ranks of the 14th closed protectively around
them. The second pursuing harvester had been dealt with, exploding spectacularly as the 14th
moved to engage its companions.Dryker’s little stunt had severely damaged his ship, but it had
kept the Void Wraith from their targets. Ships could be repaired. Food was more precious than
gold right now. “Ship, punch up a feed of the battle.”The Steadfast complied, using composite
data from every fleet vessel. The holoscreen shifted to an accurate 3D representation of the
battle, UFC ships surrounding and destroying Void Wraith. There were casualties, but in every
case the 14th was overwhelming their opponents. Removing the stealth advantage meant that
the Void Wraith were merely a slightly more advanced foe, rather than the bogeyman Dryker
couldn’t see or predict. The addition of Primo weaponry evened the odds still further.“Pass the
word, Juliard,” Dryker said. “Once we’re done mopping up you’ll be dividing the civilian vessels
into convoys. Each convoy will be guarded by a capital ship, and either a cruiser or two frigates.
I’ll let you make the assignments.” Dryker sat again. He was far more tired than he probably
should have been despite how short the battle had been.Yeah, he was getting too old for
this.“Sir, destination for the convoys?” Juliard asked.“Let the captains of the capital ships
choose,” Dryker instructed. “They are not to share those coordinates with anyone else, including
command. We can’t predict who’s been infected, but spies can’t reveal what they don’t know. Tell
them to check in every twenty-four hours. We’ll pass orders as we have them, but in the
meantime…keep safe.”ProloguePrologueProloguePrologueDryker had never seen a worse
situation, not even the battle of Tigrana. Thousands of ships dotted the Ceras system, clouds of
them rising from each of the three habitable worlds. The largest cloud came from the furthest
planet, Vega, an island resort world which was a getaway for anyone with the means, both from
the periphery and the core worlds.The ships rising from Vega were mostly transports and luxury
yachts. There wasn’t a military vessel among them, other than a few dozen police cruisers. That
left them naked before the Void Wraith. Harvesters darted in, tearing into the ships like piranha
into a school of fish. It pained Dryker to see it, especially knowing he was almost half an hour
out. He couldn’t help them, at least not yet.The second world had a much smaller cloud of
escaping vessels, mostly mining ships. New Mars was a mineral-rich rock, and had built the



infrastructure for both the Ceras system and most of the surrounding periphery worlds. The Void
Wraith seemed to realize this, and had correspondingly few attacking ships. Dryker’s fleet could
reach New Mars in seventeen minutes, and might be in time to save some of them.The third
world was also surrounded by a large cloud of ships, maybe half the size of those around Vega.
Some were transports, but the bulk were cargo ships stuffed full of grains, corn, and other
foodstuffs; it was enough to feed millions for months, making those ships the most important
objective in system in that moment. Supplies were already running short.Coming from the 14th,
Dryker knew how quickly shortages could escalate.“Admiral,” Juliard called from the comm
station. “The First Light is hailing us.”“On screen,” Dryker said, moving to sit in his new captain’s
chair. Maintenance had done a hell of a job retrofitting the harvester they’d salvaged from the
Battle of Tigrana—the ship he’d christened the Steadfast—and he finally had something
resembling a real bridge. He still found it a little troubling that maintenance, and the rest of his
crew, were made up entirely of Judicators. But manpower was in too short a supply to afford him
even a single Marine squad.The screen filled with the First Light’s spacious viewing deck, where
Celendra stood surrounded by a knot of colorfully dressed advisors. Hers was the only Primo
vessel in system, the rest having been dispatched to see to their own people’s evacuation.
Dryker had been surprised she’d asked to remain with the human fleet, and it had only fueled his
growing distrust. More and more he suspected that Celendra had been infected, though he had
no proof as of yet.What would he do if she was? The Primo followed her, and were unlikely to
listen to any accusations he made. Even if they did, Celendra was his only real ally among the
Primo. Without her the Primo would go their own way, denying humanity the Primo’s superior
firepower. Should he risk that? Or was he being overly paranoid, and jeopardizing the survival of
the human race over Celendra having had the human version of a cold?“Hello, Celendra. You
have a question?” He kept his tone neutral. “I have a battle to attend to, so I need to keep this
brief.”“What will you do?” Celendra asked, her words clipped. She was obviously angry, a
perpetual state these days.“Whatever I must to win the war. We don’t have time for a tactical
debate. You agreed to follow my orders, and we’re in combat. Take the First Light to the star’s
nadir. Intercept any Void Wraith who try to attack our convoys.” He nodded to Juliard. She
pressed a button, terminating the feed.“Miss Prim and Proper isn’t much going to like that,”
Juliard said, rolling her eyes. “Orders, sir?”“Have the 14th spread out around Ceras, use their
scans to isolate Void Wraith and pick them off,” Dryker said, hating himself for it. “Protect the
cargo ships first, civilians second.”“Sir,” Juliard asked, hesitatingly. “What about Vega, and New
Mars? They have millions of people trying to reach the Gate. None of them will make it without
our help.”“I have to think about billions, Lieutenant,” Dryker said, surprised she’d spoken her
mind. That was rare, but welcome. “This food will keep people alive, and allow them to hide
anywhere. Without it we’re tied to agricultural worlds, and if I were the Void Wraith that would be
my first target. If they control our food, they guarantee we have to come with them.”“Relaying
your orders now, sir,” Juliard said, avoiding his gaze.Dryker couldn’t blame her. Thinking about
the bigger picture required a callousness he wouldn’t wish on anyone. Decisions on this scale



changed a man.He watched as the 14th deployed. They moved with a skill and precision they’d
been unable to muster even a few months ago. The war with the Void Wraith was hardening
them, and everyone knew the stakes. No longer a group of malcontents and slackers, they took
their work seriously now.A mixture of frigates and cruisers moved in first, fanning out around the
edges of the fleet. The capital ships moved up the middle, the Steadfast in the vanguard. The
strategy was simple: Their smaller ships would protect the flanks, moving to deal with any
incursions, while the larger, more capable ships would guard the main body. Then they’d escort
the civilians back to the Gate.“Sir,” Juliard said, “enemy harvesters are appearing off starboard.
I’m counting four.”“Move to engage. Have the Judicators on standby,” Dryker ordered. “Ship, can
you hear me?”“Yes, Admiral Dryker,” the ship’s VI answered in a pleasant male voice. “Do you
have orders?”“Engage the lead harvester,” Dryker ordered. “Target their engines.”They
accelerated, drawing a bead on the lead harvester. The Steadfast rumbled from deep within as
the main weapon powered up. Dryker had been on the receiving end when the Johnston bought
it, but this was the first time he’d seen the awesome power from the other side of combat. A
tremendous ball of blue-white energy gathered between the Steadfast’s wingtips, built for
several seconds, then launched toward the Void Wraith.The shot slammed into the enemy ship’s
engines, rippling along the shield as it impacted. The right engine sputtered, then died. The
harvester broke off from its own target, a light cruiser. It turned toward the Steadfast, aware that it
was the greater threat.“Shift target to the next harvester,” Dryker ordered.The Steadfast smoothly
targeted the next vessel, launching a shot at their engine. This one caused no real damage, but
that vessel also broke off from the civilians to deal with them. Both enemy ships powered up their
weapons and fired identical balls of blue plasma. Dryker braced himself against his chair,
knowing that this was likely to be bad.The first shot caused the ship to shudder slightly, but did
no real damage. Their shield bled off nearly a hundred percent of the shot, but doing so depleted
their defenses. They were naked against the second shot. It blew through the harvester’s left
wing, leaving a trail of plasma and debris floating out into space. Thankfully, the area was
unoccupied, since Dryker had little more than a skeleton crew.“Fall back to our ranks,” Dryker
ordered.“Yes, sir,” the VI answered, pivoting smoothly to veer back to the 14th. They accelerated
away, streamers of plasma fire leaking from the shattered stub of their left wing.The pair of Void
Wraith vessels gave chase, and ran right into the vanguard. Capital ships began launching a
mixture of conventional railgun fire and newly installed plasma weapons. The two harvesters
withered under the fire. The first exploded before it could even return fire; the second launched
another shot aimed squarely at Dryker’s vessel.The shot slammed into the engines, and
something big detonated deep within the Steadfast. Dryker tumbled to the deck, missing his
chair as he fell. He rolled back to his feet. “Ship, damage report.”“The aft engine is now offline,”
the VI said. “Stern engine damaged. We can still maneuver, though our speed is significantly
reduced.”“Move to the rear of the fleet,” Dryker ordered, breathing a sigh of relief when the ranks
of the 14th closed protectively around them. The second pursuing harvester had been dealt
with, exploding spectacularly as the 14th moved to engage its companions.Dryker’s little stunt



had severely damaged his ship, but it had kept the Void Wraith from their targets. Ships could be
repaired. Food was more precious than gold right now. “Ship, punch up a feed of the battle.”The
Steadfast complied, using composite data from every fleet vessel. The holoscreen shifted to an
accurate 3D representation of the battle, UFC ships surrounding and destroying Void Wraith.
There were casualties, but in every case the 14th was overwhelming their opponents. Removing
the stealth advantage meant that the Void Wraith were merely a slightly more advanced foe,
rather than the bogeyman Dryker couldn’t see or predict. The addition of Primo weaponry
evened the odds still further.“Pass the word, Juliard,” Dryker said. “Once we’re done mopping up
you’ll be dividing the civilian vessels into convoys. Each convoy will be guarded by a capital ship,
and either a cruiser or two frigates. I’ll let you make the assignments.” Dryker sat again. He was
far more tired than he probably should have been despite how short the battle had been.Yeah,
he was getting too old for this.“Sir, destination for the convoys?” Juliard asked.“Let the captains
of the capital ships choose,” Dryker instructed. “They are not to share those coordinates with
anyone else, including command. We can’t predict who’s been infected, but spies can’t reveal
what they don’t know. Tell them to check in every twenty-four hours. We’ll pass orders as we
have them, but in the meantime…keep safe.”1A Thousand DegreesNolan strode onto the bridge
of the harvester they’d nicknamed Ship. He set his coffee down on the stand next to to the
captain’s chair, then moved over to the active holo showing the system they’d arrived in.“What
am I looking at?” Nolan asked, circling the holographic display. A large planet floated near a red
sun. Nolan was no astronomer, but what he knew of gravity suggested that planet should have
long since been pulled into the star. The fact that it hadn’t was interesting.“This is Novena
Primus, the largest manufacturing world in the Primo empire from my time,” Ship said, its pride
evident. “Many wonders were born here, almost every breakthrough that the Primo of my day
produced.”“How?” Nolan asked. “The surface has got to be a thousand degrees. It’s way too
close to the sun.”“I have a theory,” Atrea said. The elderly Primo roused herself from a chair
against the far wall of the bridge and hobbled toward the hologram, gesturing at the world.
“You’re using a gravithermal generator, tied to the planet’s core. That would stabilize the planet’s
orbit, and leave enough power to shield the world from the radiation.”“Precisely,” Ship replied.
The hologram zoomed in on the world. “Unfortunately, the shield emitters are no longer
functional. As you can see, the surface of the world is a charred ruin. All life was extinguished,
and the rock itself is molten.”Hannan and Annie came striding onto the bridge, both dressed for
combat. They said nothing, moving to lounge in a pair of chairs against the far wall. Nolan
nodded at them, and they both nodded back.“Atrea, you’re familiar with this tech,” Nolan said,
turning to the wizened Primo. “Is there a chance Primo structures could survive the heat?”“Most
definitely,” Atrea said, nodding, “especially given that this empire appears more advanced than
my own. They would have built the first structures before the generators, so the oldest are almost
certainly impervious to the conditions of this world. They may even possess functional life
support.”“Atrea is correct,” Ship confirmed. “I can detect a number of structures below the
surface. I will display the locations.”The holo zoomed in even further, showing the planet’s



southern continent. Several golden patches dotted the molten surface, the largest near the
continent’s western tip.“If there is a master core, I’d guess it’s housed in that complex,” Atrea
said, pointing at the largest of the three.“Ship, any idea how we can dock with that thing?” Nolan
asked, painfully aware that there was no way for his crew to survive in that environment. No EVA
suit would offer enough protection.“Unfortunately, no,” Ship said. “There is a landing pad near the
city center that I believe may lead to the central library. As Atrea has theorized, the structure is
likely intact, and I’d expect you will find a master core within. However, as you’ve no doubt
surmised, you would be incinerated attempting to reach the library.”“Is there any chance we
could use our shield belts to help?” Hannan asked. She sat with her forearms resting on her
knees, and her rifle in easy reach on the chair next to her.“Yes, but for an extremely limited
duration. The power requirements of maintaining viable life support will drain the battery in
minutes,” Ship said. After a pause it spoke again: “I’d estimate seven minutes.”“Bring up a view of
the library,” Nolan ordered. The hologram shifted to show a sloped, roughly pyramidal shape
rising from the sea of magma. Each tier of the pyramid had a number of dark spots. Tunnel
entrances, most likely. “Ship, if we can get inside, how do we reactivate the life support?”“That
should occur automatically, once the facility detects you,” Ship said. “However, if the system has
been damaged, it may not turn on at all.”“Okay, so we have three and a half minutes to get inside
and get life support,” Nolan said. “If we can’t then we turn back and find another world.” He
turned to Hannan. “Grab Delta, then have your squad get to the docking bay. All four of us are
going.”“What if something goes wrong?” Atrea asked, concern evident in those lantern
eyes.“Then you’ll talk us through it,” Nolan replied, wishing privately that Lena was here. The rest
of the crew didn’t know why he’d sent her with Fizgig, but if he was right, that decision could
save all their lives.1A Thousand Degrees1A Thousand Degrees1A Thousand Degrees1111A
Thousand DegreesNolan strode onto the bridge of the harvester they’d nicknamed Ship. He set
his coffee down on the stand next to to the captain’s chair, then moved over to the active holo
showing the system they’d arrived in.“What am I looking at?” Nolan asked, circling the
holographic display. A large planet floated near a red sun. Nolan was no astronomer, but what he
knew of gravity suggested that planet should have long since been pulled into the star. The fact
that it hadn’t was interesting.“This is Novena Primus, the largest manufacturing world in the
Primo empire from my time,” Ship said, its pride evident. “Many wonders were born here, almost
every breakthrough that the Primo of my day produced.”“How?” Nolan asked. “The surface has
got to be a thousand degrees. It’s way too close to the sun.”“I have a theory,” Atrea said. The
elderly Primo roused herself from a chair against the far wall of the bridge and hobbled toward
the hologram, gesturing at the world. “You’re using a gravithermal generator, tied to the planet’s
core. That would stabilize the planet’s orbit, and leave enough power to shield the world from the
radiation.”“Precisely,” Ship replied. The hologram zoomed in on the world. “Unfortunately, the
shield emitters are no longer functional. As you can see, the surface of the world is a charred
ruin. All life was extinguished, and the rock itself is molten.”Hannan and Annie came striding onto
the bridge, both dressed for combat. They said nothing, moving to lounge in a pair of chairs



against the far wall. Nolan nodded at them, and they both nodded back.“Atrea, you’re familiar
with this tech,” Nolan said, turning to the wizened Primo. “Is there a chance Primo structures
could survive the heat?”“Most definitely,” Atrea said, nodding, “especially given that this empire
appears more advanced than my own. They would have built the first structures before the
generators, so the oldest are almost certainly impervious to the conditions of this world. They
may even possess functional life support.”“Atrea is correct,” Ship confirmed. “I can detect a
number of structures below the surface. I will display the locations.”The holo zoomed in even
further, showing the planet’s southern continent. Several golden patches dotted the molten
surface, the largest near the continent’s western tip.“If there is a master core, I’d guess it’s
housed in that complex,” Atrea said, pointing at the largest of the three.“Ship, any idea how we
can dock with that thing?” Nolan asked, painfully aware that there was no way for his crew to
survive in that environment. No EVA suit would offer enough protection.“Unfortunately, no,” Ship
said. “There is a landing pad near the city center that I believe may lead to the central library. As
Atrea has theorized, the structure is likely intact, and I’d expect you will find a master core within.
However, as you’ve no doubt surmised, you would be incinerated attempting to reach the
library.”“Is there any chance we could use our shield belts to help?” Hannan asked. She sat with
her forearms resting on her knees, and her rifle in easy reach on the chair next to her.“Yes, but
for an extremely limited duration. The power requirements of maintaining viable life support will
drain the battery in minutes,” Ship said. After a pause it spoke again: “I’d estimate seven
minutes.”“Bring up a view of the library,” Nolan ordered. The hologram shifted to show a sloped,
roughly pyramidal shape rising from the sea of magma. Each tier of the pyramid had a number of
dark spots. Tunnel entrances, most likely. “Ship, if we can get inside, how do we reactivate the
life support?”“That should occur automatically, once the facility detects you,” Ship said.
“However, if the system has been damaged, it may not turn on at all.”“Okay, so we have three
and a half minutes to get inside and get life support,” Nolan said. “If we can’t then we turn back
and find another world.” He turned to Hannan. “Grab Delta, then have your squad get to the
docking bay. All four of us are going.”“What if something goes wrong?” Atrea asked, concern
evident in those lantern eyes.“Then you’ll talk us through it,” Nolan replied, wishing privately that
Lena was here. The rest of the crew didn’t know why he’d sent her with Fizgig, but if he was right,
that decision could save all their lives.2The CoreNolan cinched his pack tighter around his
shoulders and chest. It was compact, weighing only a few ounces, and could expand to hold
something the size of a Primo core. One of his squad would end up carrying the core out, so
he’d made sure each one of them had a pack. Just in case.“Captain, we’ve reached the library,”
Ship’s voice said. “You can disembark whenever you’re ready.”“Ship, can you run a high-intensity
scan for drive signatures?” Nolan asked, picking up his plasma rifle and joining the others near
the curtain of translucent energy they’d have to pass through to reach the library.Beyond, he
could see the sloped golden surface of the Primo library. It glowed with heat, and he started
sweating just thinking about it. The shield belts had better work—though, if they didn’t, it wasn’t
like it would matter. He’d be dead before he had time to realize it.“Scanning,” Ship replied. A



moment later it spoke again: “Captain, I’m detecting a cluster of Void Wraith drive signatures
approaching. They will be here in a matter of minutes.”The members of the squad looked at each
other, shock in their expressions. Nolan couldn’t blame them. To them, it was an unexpected
complication. He hated keeping them in the dark, but it had to be done.“Captain, are you certain
about this?” Delta said. The man rarely spoke, and had never questioned Nolan’s orders. “We
still have time to abort and get the hell out of here. We’re not going to be able to deal with several
harvesters, and if we wait for them to get close there’s no chance of escape.”“I know this looks
bad, but I need you all to trust me,” Nolan said, letting his gaze roam between them. “The
harvesters will not be an issue. For now, let’s focus on the mission.”“Captain says it isn’t a
problem,” Hannan said. “Let’s get moving, people.” She moved to stand next to Nolan, and Delta
came next. Annie was the last to join them, her hand continually stroking the barrel of her plasma
rifle.“Can’t say as I like the situation,” she said, her eyes wide as she stared at the pyramid
through the energy curtain. “But if you tell me you think we can pull this off…well, I’ll follow
orders. This ain’t the most suicidal one I’ve been given.”Nolan was proud of them, and allowed
himself a grim smile. He turned toward the pyramid, then pushed the button on top of his belt.
There was a brief high-pitched hum, then something tingled all over his skin. His breathing
immediately became more difficult, like he was pulling in air through a straw.He leapt through the
energy curtain, landing lightly on the white-hot landing that led inside the pyramid. He could feel
the heat through his boots.“Seven minutes, people,” he barked, waving them toward the tunnel
entrance. The heat was oppressive, seeping into his body despite the shield. Oven didn’t even
begin to describe it.Hannan was next through, and she hit the ground running. The others
followed an instant later, and Nolan dropped into line behind Annie as the squad entered the
tunnel. Passing into the shadowed mouth didn’t change the heat in the slightest; the shade
provided no relief. Nolan forced himself to breathe slowly and evenly as they pushed deeper,
finally stopping when they reached a pair of massive golden doors.This was the first hurdle, one
for which Atrea and Ship had prepared them. If the facility had power, that power would be
triggered when they opened these doors. Unfortunately, opening them without power would
normally be impossible.“Edwards, do your stuff,” Hannan called, gesturing for the Alpha to
approach. Edwards’s normally blue armor had turned a low, angry purple from the heat. His
shields kept him functional, but that wouldn’t last.Edwards took several long strides to the door
on the right, then planted both hands firmly near the center. He leaned his shoulder into it, and
the door swung silently open.Nolan tightened his grip on his weapon, more than a little surprised
that it had worked. Both because he hadn’t been sure the door was capable of opening after
baking in this kind of heat for dozens of millennia, and because the idea of leaving a place like
this unlocked for anyone to find was unthinkable. Humanity would have blown it up, or sealed it
so only they could open it.“Annie, take point,” Hannan said. “Edwards, you’ve got the rear.” She
looked up at Nolan. “I hope you’re right about those harvesters, sir.”Annie leapt into the tunnel,
her plasma rifle sweeping back and forth in a tight arc. Delta glided after her, his weapon held in
a guard position. Hannan went next, then Nolan followed. Edwards came clanking after, his



reassuring bulk bringing Nolan comfort.“Okay, this is the moment of truth,” Nolan said, mentally
crossing his fingers.As they walked up the darkened hallway, the walls slowly began to glow. The
illumination was faint at first, too faint even to see by; then it increased, giving them their first real
look at the place. The hallway opened into a breathtaking vista, one that hadn’t been seen since
mankind had huddled around fires in caves.Below them lay an entire city. Dozens of pyramids
and obelisks covered a deep valley floor. It was difficult to judge scope, but Nolan would guess
the city was easily twelve or thirteen miles across.“This place makes New York look a mining
station,” Hannan said, leaning over the railing. “How the hell are we going to search this place in
seven minutes?”2The Core2The Core2The Core2222The CoreNolan cinched his pack tighter
around his shoulders and chest. It was compact, weighing only a few ounces, and could expand
to hold something the size of a Primo core. One of his squad would end up carrying the core out,
so he’d made sure each one of them had a pack. Just in case.“Captain, we’ve reached the
library,” Ship’s voice said. “You can disembark whenever you’re ready.”“Ship, can you run a high-
intensity scan for drive signatures?” Nolan asked, picking up his plasma rifle and joining the
others near the curtain of translucent energy they’d have to pass through to reach the
library.Beyond, he could see the sloped golden surface of the Primo library. It glowed with heat,
and he started sweating just thinking about it. The shield belts had better work—though, if they
didn’t, it wasn’t like it would matter. He’d be dead before he had time to realize it.“Scanning,” Ship
replied. A moment later it spoke again: “Captain, I’m detecting a cluster of Void Wraith drive
signatures approaching. They will be here in a matter of minutes.”The members of the squad
looked at each other, shock in their expressions. Nolan couldn’t blame them. To them, it was an
unexpected complication. He hated keeping them in the dark, but it had to be done.“Captain, are
you certain about this?” Delta said. The man rarely spoke, and had never questioned Nolan’s
orders. “We still have time to abort and get the hell out of here. We’re not going to be able to deal
with several harvesters, and if we wait for them to get close there’s no chance of escape.”“I know
this looks bad, but I need you all to trust me,” Nolan said, letting his gaze roam between them.
“The harvesters will not be an issue. For now, let’s focus on the mission.”“Captain says it isn’t a
problem,” Hannan said. “Let’s get moving, people.” She moved to stand next to Nolan, and Delta
came next. Annie was the last to join them, her hand continually stroking the barrel of her plasma
rifle.“Can’t say as I like the situation,” she said, her eyes wide as she stared at the pyramid
through the energy curtain. “But if you tell me you think we can pull this off…well, I’ll follow
orders. This ain’t the most suicidal one I’ve been given.”Nolan was proud of them, and allowed
himself a grim smile. He turned toward the pyramid, then pushed the button on top of his belt.
There was a brief high-pitched hum, then something tingled all over his skin. His breathing
immediately became more difficult, like he was pulling in air through a straw.He leapt through the
energy curtain, landing lightly on the white-hot landing that led inside the pyramid. He could feel
the heat through his boots.“Seven minutes, people,” he barked, waving them toward the tunnel
entrance. The heat was oppressive, seeping into his body despite the shield. Oven didn’t even
begin to describe it.Hannan was next through, and she hit the ground running. The others



followed an instant later, and Nolan dropped into line behind Annie as the squad entered the
tunnel. Passing into the shadowed mouth didn’t change the heat in the slightest; the shade
provided no relief. Nolan forced himself to breathe slowly and evenly as they pushed deeper,
finally stopping when they reached a pair of massive golden doors.This was the first hurdle, one
for which Atrea and Ship had prepared them. If the facility had power, that power would be
triggered when they opened these doors. Unfortunately, opening them without power would
normally be impossible.“Edwards, do your stuff,” Hannan called, gesturing for the Alpha to
approach. Edwards’s normally blue armor had turned a low, angry purple from the heat. His
shields kept him functional, but that wouldn’t last.Edwards took several long strides to the door
on the right, then planted both hands firmly near the center. He leaned his shoulder into it, and
the door swung silently open.Nolan tightened his grip on his weapon, more than a little surprised
that it had worked. Both because he hadn’t been sure the door was capable of opening after
baking in this kind of heat for dozens of millennia, and because the idea of leaving a place like
this unlocked for anyone to find was unthinkable. Humanity would have blown it up, or sealed it
so only they could open it.“Annie, take point,” Hannan said. “Edwards, you’ve got the rear.” She
looked up at Nolan. “I hope you’re right about those harvesters, sir.”Annie leapt into the tunnel,
her plasma rifle sweeping back and forth in a tight arc. Delta glided after her, his weapon held in
a guard position. Hannan went next, then Nolan followed. Edwards came clanking after, his
reassuring bulk bringing Nolan comfort.“Okay, this is the moment of truth,” Nolan said, mentally
crossing his fingers.As they walked up the darkened hallway, the walls slowly began to glow. The
illumination was faint at first, too faint even to see by; then it increased, giving them their first real
look at the place. The hallway opened into a breathtaking vista, one that hadn’t been seen since
mankind had huddled around fires in caves.Below them lay an entire city. Dozens of pyramids
and obelisks covered a deep valley floor. It was difficult to judge scope, but Nolan would guess
the city was easily twelve or thirteen miles across.“This place makes New York look a mining
station,” Hannan said, leaning over the railing. “How the hell are we going to search this place in
seven minutes?”3Don't Mess With FizgigFizgig’s tail rose as she leaned forward in her chair. A
low purr came from her chest as she studied the view screen. Six blue dots moved in a starburst
pattern, passing toward the planet’s southern continent. They seemed unaware of the Tigris,
which had been the plan, of course. Twenty-nine vessels lurked in the gaseous ring surrounding
the planet, shielded from scans by the dense particulate matter.“Warm up the drives,” Fizgig
ordered. She rose from her pillowed chair, walking toward the view screen. Every step was
agony, with her leg crying out. She ignored it, masking the pain and keeping her pace normal. It
wouldn’t do to have her crew know she’d yet to heal from her battle with Mow. Such a weakness
would undermine their confidence.“Drive coming online, Mighty Fizgig,” Izzy said, her furry
fingers flying across her console. She glanced up at Fizgig, eyes large. “Mighty Khar’s vessel is
moving toward the enemy.”“Fleetwide,” Fizgig ordered, a flash of annoyance skittering across her
battle calm. She ignored it. Her people were passionate, and reining them in was difficult. Had
she been any different at Khar’s age? “Prepare yourselves for battle, Pride Fizgig. Today we



accomplish the impossible: we ambush those Void Wraith, and we capture their vessels. Break
into your assigned squads and begin the assault.”She gestured, and Izzy nodded when the
connection had been terminated. Izzy studied Fizgig with wide eyes, her snowy fur making her
look even younger than she was. Fizgig waited before giving her next order, hoping Izzy would
assert herself.“Mighty Fizgig, why aren’t you holding the fleet back to strike in unison?” Izzy
asked. It was more tentative than Fizgig would have liked, but she had asked. That pleased
Fizgig greatly. Khar was powerful, but Izzy was cunning. Leadership relied far more on the
latter.“These vessels represent the largest prize ever captured,” Fizgig said, striding back to her
chair and sinking back into the cushions. She hated how much sitting down relieved her, but
focused on the fact that it hurt less than it had yesterday. “They will go to the best captains, the
most bold. Reigning them in now makes sense tactically, but it goes against our nature. Now
take us into battle, Izzy. Target the furthest Void Wraith vessel, and aim for their bridge.”Fizgig
leaned back into the cushions, watching as Izzy bent to her console. The Claw of Tigrana
rumbled reluctantly to life, accelerating from the particle cloud and into the planet’s orbit. Khar’s
vessel was in the lead, and several others had emerged as well. They moved in tight clusters
toward what appeared to be empty space. The Void Wraith were cloaked, of course, but that
advantage no longer protected them—not with the Primo deciphering their tech.“Fire the pulse
bomb,” Fizgig said, purring again despite herself. The audacity of this attack harkened back to
her youth. “And get Lena to the airlock. Tell her to ready the VI.”“Yes, Mighty Fizgig,” boomed
Calix, the large male who’d taken Khar’s place as gunner. He had a thick midnight coat, and bore
a trio of scars across his face from a lesson someone had once administered. “Pulse bomb
away.”Fizgig watched as a small blue projectile shot from the dart bay. Its engines flared as it left
the Claw, and it accelerated toward a point somewhere ahead of them. If the weapon worked as
the Primo had promised, it would emit a massive EMP that would temporarily overload a
harvester’s cloaking.A blue-silver flash erupted in the distance, rippling outward in all directions.
It exposed a trio of harvesters, which shimmered into view as they turned to face the
Tigris.“Mighty Khar is making for the lead vessel,” Izzy said, quite unnecessarily. Fizgig could see
that on the view screen.“Make for the rear vessel, maximum burn,” Fizgig said, digging her claws
into a cushion. The Claw was old and tired, but she had much left to give—years yet to thwart
her enemies, and claim more kills.The Claw hurled ahead of the other Tigris, slowly overtaking
Mighty Khar. Then his vessel dove like an eagle, claiming the first Void Wraith. A moment later
the Claw sailed past, slamming into their own target.“To the boarding tube,” Fizgig roared,
shooting to her feet.3Don't Mess With Fizgig3Don't Mess With Fizgig3Don't Mess With
Fizgig3333Don't Mess With FizgigFizgig’s tail rose as she leaned forward in her chair. A low purr
came from her chest as she studied the view screen. Six blue dots moved in a starburst pattern,
passing toward the planet’s southern continent. They seemed unaware of the Tigris, which had
been the plan, of course. Twenty-nine vessels lurked in the gaseous ring surrounding the planet,
shielded from scans by the dense particulate matter.“Warm up the drives,” Fizgig ordered. She
rose from her pillowed chair, walking toward the view screen. Every step was agony, with her leg



crying out. She ignored it, masking the pain and keeping her pace normal. It wouldn’t do to have
her crew know she’d yet to heal from her battle with Mow. Such a weakness would undermine
their confidence.“Drive coming online, Mighty Fizgig,” Izzy said, her furry fingers flying across
her console. She glanced up at Fizgig, eyes large. “Mighty Khar’s vessel is moving toward the
enemy.”“Fleetwide,” Fizgig ordered, a flash of annoyance skittering across her battle calm. She
ignored it. Her people were passionate, and reining them in was difficult. Had she been any
different at Khar’s age? “Prepare yourselves for battle, Pride Fizgig. Today we accomplish the
impossible: we ambush those Void Wraith, and we capture their vessels. Break into your
assigned squads and begin the assault.”She gestured, and Izzy nodded when the connection
had been terminated. Izzy studied Fizgig with wide eyes, her snowy fur making her look even
younger than she was. Fizgig waited before giving her next order, hoping Izzy would assert
herself.“Mighty Fizgig, why aren’t you holding the fleet back to strike in unison?” Izzy asked. It
was more tentative than Fizgig would have liked, but she had asked. That pleased Fizgig greatly.
Khar was powerful, but Izzy was cunning. Leadership relied far more on the latter.“These vessels
represent the largest prize ever captured,” Fizgig said, striding back to her chair and sinking back
into the cushions. She hated how much sitting down relieved her, but focused on the fact that it
hurt less than it had yesterday. “They will go to the best captains, the most bold. Reigning them
in now makes sense tactically, but it goes against our nature. Now take us into battle, Izzy. Target
the furthest Void Wraith vessel, and aim for their bridge.”Fizgig leaned back into the cushions,
watching as Izzy bent to her console. The Claw of Tigrana rumbled reluctantly to life,
accelerating from the particle cloud and into the planet’s orbit. Khar’s vessel was in the lead, and
several others had emerged as well. They moved in tight clusters toward what appeared to be
empty space. The Void Wraith were cloaked, of course, but that advantage no longer protected
them—not with the Primo deciphering their tech.“Fire the pulse bomb,” Fizgig said, purring again
despite herself. The audacity of this attack harkened back to her youth. “And get Lena to the
airlock. Tell her to ready the VI.”“Yes, Mighty Fizgig,” boomed Calix, the large male who’d taken
Khar’s place as gunner. He had a thick midnight coat, and bore a trio of scars across his face
from a lesson someone had once administered. “Pulse bomb away.”Fizgig watched as a small
blue projectile shot from the dart bay. Its engines flared as it left the Claw, and it accelerated
toward a point somewhere ahead of them. If the weapon worked as the Primo had promised, it
would emit a massive EMP that would temporarily overload a harvester’s cloaking.A blue-silver
flash erupted in the distance, rippling outward in all directions. It exposed a trio of harvesters,
which shimmered into view as they turned to face the Tigris.“Mighty Khar is making for the lead
vessel,” Izzy said, quite unnecessarily. Fizgig could see that on the view screen.“Make for the
rear vessel, maximum burn,” Fizgig said, digging her claws into a cushion. The Claw was old and
tired, but she had much left to give—years yet to thwart her enemies, and claim more kills.The
Claw hurled ahead of the other Tigris, slowly overtaking Mighty Khar. Then his vessel dove like
an eagle, claiming the first Void Wraith. A moment later the Claw sailed past, slamming into their
own target.“To the boarding tube,” Fizgig roared, shooting to her feet.4Boarding PartyFizgig



jumped from the boarding tube, landing in a crouch next to her vanguard. Izzy was at the head of
that vanguard, the most senior among Fizgig’s crew. Izzy stared unblinkingly up the hallway, rifle
half raised. The soldiers around her were less prepared, still adjusting gear. They only darted
occasional looks up the hallway, a clear indication of their limited training.“Izzy, take point. The
rest of you follow her,” Fizgig said, pointing up the hallway. She turned to Lena. “We’re one level
below the bridge. How long will it take you to install the new VI?”Lena’s tail swished back and
forth, and she gave Fizgig a sour look. “I don’t know. I’ve only done it once, and that was under
fire. A minute, perhaps? I’ll do it as quickly as I can. I understand the gravity of the situation.”“It is
my place to plan the battle, holy one. To do that I need data,” Fizgig replied, moving slowly up the
hallway behind the vanguard. She kept her plasma rifle at the ready, ignoring her aches as she
rounded the first corner.Lena followed, raising her plasma pistol and adopting a fair imitation of
Fizgig’s combat stance. They prowled forward, until Izzy raised a clenched fist. The vanguard
stopped at the base of the stairs leading onto the bridge level.Then chaos erupted. Plasma fire
shot down the stairs, catching the slowest Tigris in the cross fire. The rest of the vanguard made
it to cover, and Izzy popped out long enough to return a trio of blasts. She ducked back, and a
metal body tumbled down the stairs in a splatter of orange blood.“Watch our rear,” Fizgig roared,
grabbing Lena by the shoulder and pushing her toward the vanguard. Fizgig spun, dropping to
one knee and bringing her rifle to bear.Sure enough, the telltale shimmering of cloaked
Judicators came around the corner. They’d been shadowing the Tigris, waiting for a moment to
strike. Fizgig squeezed the trigger, walking her rifle back and forth as she filled the corridor with
plasma fire. The Judicators seemed unprepared for the assault, perhaps expecting more
conventional weaponry.Fizgig downed two targets in quick succession, but more were coming.
They returned fire, and she dove to the right as fist-sized balls of blue plasma streaked in her
direction. She wasn’t as quick as she’d been in her prime, and one of the shots caught her in the
injured leg. Her shield crackled, dispersing most of the energy. Most, but not all. The pain was
excruciating, and it sent white rage coursing through her.She rolled to her feet and dropped her
rifle as she ignited plasma blades on each wrist and glided forward, dodging two more shots as
she leapt. The Judicators were once again unprepared and she waded into their ranks, cutting
them down as quickly as she could reach them. Thankfully, whatever programming made them
detonate on death had been halted, likely because they were on the harvester. She and Nolan
had observed the same when they’d taken the first harvester together.4Boarding
Party4Boarding Party4Boarding Party4444Boarding PartyFizgig jumped from the boarding tube,
landing in a crouch next to her vanguard. Izzy was at the head of that vanguard, the most senior
among Fizgig’s crew. Izzy stared unblinkingly up the hallway, rifle half raised. The soldiers
around her were less prepared, still adjusting gear. They only darted occasional looks up the
hallway, a clear indication of their limited training.“Izzy, take point. The rest of you follow her,”
Fizgig said, pointing up the hallway. She turned to Lena. “We’re one level below the bridge. How
long will it take you to install the new VI?”Lena’s tail swished back and forth, and she gave Fizgig
a sour look. “I don’t know. I’ve only done it once, and that was under fire. A minute, perhaps? I’ll



do it as quickly as I can. I understand the gravity of the situation.”“It is my place to plan the battle,
holy one. To do that I need data,” Fizgig replied, moving slowly up the hallway behind the
vanguard. She kept her plasma rifle at the ready, ignoring her aches as she rounded the first
corner.Lena followed, raising her plasma pistol and adopting a fair imitation of Fizgig’s combat
stance. They prowled forward, until Izzy raised a clenched fist. The vanguard stopped at the
base of the stairs leading onto the bridge level.Then chaos erupted. Plasma fire shot down the
stairs, catching the slowest Tigris in the cross fire. The rest of the vanguard made it to cover, and
Izzy popped out long enough to return a trio of blasts. She ducked back, and a metal body
tumbled down the stairs in a splatter of orange blood.“Watch our rear,” Fizgig roared, grabbing
Lena by the shoulder and pushing her toward the vanguard. Fizgig spun, dropping to one knee
and bringing her rifle to bear.Sure enough, the telltale shimmering of cloaked Judicators came
around the corner. They’d been shadowing the Tigris, waiting for a moment to strike. Fizgig
squeezed the trigger, walking her rifle back and forth as she filled the corridor with plasma fire.
The Judicators seemed unprepared for the assault, perhaps expecting more conventional
weaponry.Fizgig downed two targets in quick succession, but more were coming. They returned
fire, and she dove to the right as fist-sized balls of blue plasma streaked in her direction. She
wasn’t as quick as she’d been in her prime, and one of the shots caught her in the injured leg.
Her shield crackled, dispersing most of the energy. Most, but not all. The pain was excruciating,
and it sent white rage coursing through her.She rolled to her feet and dropped her rifle as she
ignited plasma blades on each wrist and glided forward, dodging two more shots as she leapt.
The Judicators were once again unprepared and she waded into their ranks, cutting them down
as quickly as she could reach them. Thankfully, whatever programming made them detonate on
death had been halted, likely because they were on the harvester. She and Nolan had observed
the same when they’d taken the first harvester together.
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